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STIMULATED AMPLIFICATION OF VLr AND ULF WAVES 
IN THE MAGNETOSPHERE BY LOCAL!ZED INJECTIONS 

OF PLASMA CLOUDS AND PARTICLE BEAMS 
by 

Harold B. Liemohn 

SUMMARY 

The geomagnetic cavity surrounding the earth, called the magneto-

sphere, contains an enonnous amount o·f energy in the form of electro-

magnetic waves, trapped ~nergetic particles, and the static magnetic 

field. The waves and particles are in a state of dynamic equilibrium 

as they interact with each other through various plasma instabilities. 

Our understanding of this equilibrium state has progressed to the point 

where it may be possible to stimulate wave amplification at ULF ('~>0.1-10 Hz) 

and VLF ("-·l-100 kHz) by disturbing the equilibrium through catalytic 

injections of plasma clouds or particle beams. Such a prospect has great 

significance. First, it offers a direct test of the fundamental physical 

processes that are believed to control the state of the magnetosphere. 

Second, controlled injections might be used to stimulate artificial 

amplification of VLF nr ULF emissions on command and allow them to be used 

as a wide-area communication system. 

One of the dominant plasma instabilities in the magnetosphere is the 

cyclotron-resonance interaction between energetic particles and electro-

magnetic waves. The condition for the inter!ction to occur is that the 

motion of the particle Doppler shifts the wave frequency to its local 

cyclotron frequency. The net exchange of energy between a band of waves 

and a group of particles depends upon the shape of the phase-space dis

tribution of the particles and the local frequency parameters of the plasma 

medium. The interaction is undoubtedly responsible for significar.t wave 
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amplification and particle precipitation in certain circumstances 3nd 

appears to be the process responsible for maintenance cf an equilibrium 

configuration of waves and particles in the magnetosphere. 

These qualities make this Interaction a logical first choice for 

Investigation as a means of stimulating artlflcal ampllilcatlon of VLF 

and ULF waves in the magnetosphere. The interaction is sensitive to 

both the background magnetoplasma parameters and the hot energetic particle 

distribution. Modification of the Interaction can be achieved by the 

introduction of localized clouds of plasma that reduce the phase velocity 

of the waves and cause enhanced amplification by lowering the resonance 

velocity. Alternatively, direct Injection of hot energetic particle beams 

can also appreciably alter the local amplification characteristics of the 

beam. These two methods of modifying the cyclotron-resonance Interaction 

are explorrd in this document for a variety of cases. 

Many different methods for Injecting plasma clouds or particle beams 

have been modelled quantitatively to assess their relative merits as 

a means of inducing strong wave amplification. The Injection of a dense 

jet of barium that travels upward along the geomagnetic field toward the 

equatorial region produces significant amounts of enhanced VLF amplifica- 

tion when the jet is within 30° of the geomagnetic equator some thirty 

«ninutes after injection. Injection of a geosynchronous lithium cloud 

stimulates amplification of both VLF and ULF waves, but the latter are 

limited to frequencies below the equatorial lithium gyrofrequency 

M.i Hz). The extent of the lithium amplification effect depends criti- 

cally on the the natural conditions In the magnetosphere, particularly the 

Intensity of the proton ring current. Amplifications of many tens of 

decibels appear to be feasible with injections of only 1-2 kgm of material. 
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Beam injections were included in the study because they offer the 

opportunity for prompt localized interactions with the waves that can 

produce readily identifiable signatures of the amplified signal. Electron 

beams amplify VLF whereas proton beams amplify ULF signals. Unfortunately, 

the beam diameter from a conventional particle gun on board a satellite 

or rocket is too small for effective amplification. An adequate interaction 

of the beam with a wave front requires a cross section comparable to several 

wave lengths. Nevertheless, if such a broad beam is achievable in the 

near future, appreciable amounts of amplification are possible and their 

natural frequency signature is quite distinct. Furthermore, modulation 

of such beams offers the opportunity to transmit information instead of 

merely enhancing background noise. 

Injection of low-energy beams of heavy ions appears to be practical for 

stimulation of VLF amplification. For example, a beam of 43 eV cesium 

ions has a gyrorsdius that is comparable to a VLF wave front. When such 

a beam travels up a field line it drags along a neutralizing low-energy 

electron beam which changes the local propagation conditions. The ampli- 

fication of VLF by such a beam appears to be on the order of tens of 

decibels at frequencies near the local electron gyrofrequency. Again 

the characteristic frt^uercy signature is present and beam modulation 

can further enhance t' 8 detectability of induced amplification. 

Several conclusions can be drawn from the study.  Amplifications 

of 40-60 decibels are indicated for several cases of interest. Such 
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enhancements of VLF or ULF i.olse levels are easily detectable with 

ground or satellite receivers located along the Injection field lines. 

One of the most promising cases is lithium injection at geosynchronous 

altitude where broad regions at the surface of the earth would be 

illuminated by ULF noise in the band 0.4 - 0.5 Hz. At VLF the low- 

energy cesium-electron beam works well as an amplifier and also pro- 

vides a fluxtube waveguide for the electromagnetic energy. Although 

the electron and proton beams appear to generate amplification, the 

interaction region is severely limited with present particle gun tech- 

nology and the total energy transferred to the waves is quite small. 

Plasma injections into the more dense inner magnetosphere are  relatively 

ineffective due to the local propagation characteristics. 

The study is based on the linear theory for the cyclotron-resonance 

interaction. Since some of the linearity assumptions are not valid in the 

injection region, the quantitative results a-e open to question. Never- 

theless, the linear results are believed to provide a reasonable basis 

for selecting injection methods that appear to be effective for stimu- 

lating amplification. As might be anticipated, the application of the 

nonlinear theory is much more involved and requires extensive computer 

time.  Nevertheless, a thorough nonlinear study of promising cases is 

recommended. 
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STIMULATED AMPLIFICATION OF VLF AND ULF WAVES 
IN THE MAGNETOSPHERE BY LOCALIZED INJECTIONS 

OF PLASMA CLOUDS AND PARTICLE BEAMS 

INTRODUCTION 

There is an ongoing military and civilian requirement to improve 

the reliability of global radio communications. Long distance transmis- 

sion of information is interrupted frequently by the diurnal excursions 

of ionospheric propagation conditions and occasionally by strong geo- 

magnetic disturbances that cause exceptionally intense ionization. To 

some extent these vagaries are overcome at VLF (3-30 kHz) where the long 

wavelengths are less affected by changing conditions in the ionosphere. 

At lower frequencies, notably ELF (3-3000 Hz) and ULF (below 3 Hz), the 

signals readily propagate on a global scale with relatively negligible 

attenuation. At these latter frequencies, of course, the information 

band width is severely limited. Furthermore, efficient generation of 

such signals is exceedingly difficult due to the extremely long Oee- 

space wavelengths. 

Since VLF, ELF, and ULF noise bands occur naturally in the mag- 

netosphere surrounding earth, it is appropriate to inquire about ways of 

exciting this energy on command. The electromagnetic waves are apparently 

guided by the geomagnetic field to ionospheric alitudes where they subse- 

quently illuminate wide surface areas around the base of the field line. 

In the maqnetosphere, VLF and ULF noise is believed to be caused by the 

cyclotron-resonance interation with energetic (1-100, keV) electrons and 

protons. In fact, the dynamic equilibrium state between waves and 
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energetic particles in the magnetosphere is  believed to be controlled 

by this dominunt interaction (Kennel and Petschek, 1966). Furthermore, 

observed amplification of VLF and ULF whistlers is explained by this inter- 

action (e.g., Cornwall, 1966; and Liemohn, 1967). The amount of energy 

exchange that may occur depends critically on such parameters as the 

local ambient plasma density, the local geomagnetic field strength, and 

the shape of the energetic particle distribution. Thus, it is appropriate 

to explore ways of altering some of these parameters which might catalytically 

enhance the amplification process. Such experiments would be valuable as 

a quantitative test of the cyclotron-resonance interaction theory and subse- 

quently provide a basis for an operational communications system. 

The physics of the cyclotron-resonance interaction is really 

simple to understand, although its mathematical description in magneto- 

spheric applications is relatively complicated. In essence, it is a simple 

resonance trapping of selected charged particles in the electromagnetic 

potential of the wave. Although all particles are perturbed by the circu- 

larly polarized wave fields, there is a select group of particles with 

velocities that Doppler shift the propagation frequency to the vicinity of 

their local gyrofrequency. The electromagnetic forces slow down some of these 

particles and speed up others to bring them closer to the resonance fre- 

quency and a net exchange of energy occurs between each monochromatic wave 

and the relevant particles. If more particles give up energy than gain, the 

wave is amplified and otherwise, attenuated. The amount of energy ex- 

change depends on the shape of the particle distribution in the vicinity 

. 
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of the resonance velocity band. The local parameters of the medium which 

prescribe the phase velocity of the wave also influence the extent of the 

interaction by establishing minimum resonance energies for the particles. 

In order to estimate its effect in the magnetosphere, the inter- 

action must be evaluated for a vi/ide range of propagation frequencies, 

field-line paths, and particle distributions. Several cases that are 

typical of magnetospheric conditions have been investigated (e.g., Cocke and 

Cornwall, 1967; Liemohn, 1967 and Ho and Liemohn, 1972) for a wide range 

of conditions. It was concluded that the magnetosphere behaves like a 

( jnvective traveling-wave amplifier at both VLF and ULF, and that observable 

amounts of VLF and ULF amplification occurred over a wide range of fre- 

quencies but varied appreciably with geomagnetic activity. A considerable 

body of indirect evidence has been gathered in support of the cyclotron- 

resonance amplification theory (Cocke and Cornwall, 1967; Liemohn, igeg-, 

Cornwall et al., 1971; Thome and Kennel, 1971; Rosenberg et al., 1971). 

Unfortunately, there have been no direct experimental observations to verify 

the quantitative aspects of the cyclotro -resonance theory. 

Thus the possibility of a controlled experiment to enhance VLF 

or ULF amplification by a known amount has a two-fold purpose. First, 

it can be used to test the quantitative conclusions that have been drawn 

from the theoretical analyses. Second, successful artificial simulation 

of wave amplification in the magnetosphere is an essential step toward 

its ulilization in communication systems. 

There are essentially two known methods for artificial stimulation of 
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the cyclotron-resonance interaction In the magnetosphere.  The first 

method involves injection of dense plasma clouds of low-energy electrons 

or ions (Brice, 1970; and Lornwall & Schulz, 1971) into regions of the 

magnetosphere where the ambient plasma density is low but energetic 

particles abound. Selective placement of these clouds reduces the phase 

velocity of the VLF or ULF waves and thereby reduces the minimum particle 

energy necessary for resonance. Generally there are many more hot particles 

at the reduced resonance energy so that appreciable amplification enhance- 

ments are anticipated. Since the plasma clouds do not enter directly into 

the amplification, their injection is viewed as a catalytic process whereby 

the increased wave energy is derived from the natural energetic particle 

population. 

The second method of artificially stimulating the amplification 

involves direct injection of hot plasma beams by rocket or satellite 

particle guns. Beam densities comparable to the ambient natural particle 

densities along the flux tube are apparently achievable with current 

technology (Hendrickson et al., 1970; Hess et al., 1971; and Cartwright 

& Kellogg, 1971). In this case the particle beam merely adds a known 

distortion in t.ie energetic particle distribution along the field line, 

and the enhanced wave amplification is derived entirely from the energy 

of the injected beam. This method of stimulation is severely limited by 

the low energy-conversion efficiency and the relatively small beam diameter. 

Beams are attractive, however, because they do not rely significantly on 

the ambient conditions in the magnetosphere, and their injections can be 

modulated to transmit information. 
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In this document selected cases of plasma cloud and beam in- 

jections are analyzed quantitatively using the linear theory for the 

cyclotron-resonance interaction. The linear theory has several advan- 

tages for an initial investigation but it suffers certain inadequacies 

that necessitate non linear investigations to corroborate the results. 

The principle advantage of the linear expressions is that their computer 

evaluation along magnetospheric propagation paths is relatively inex- 

pensive. Furthermore, the computer program was generated some years 

ago (Liemohn, 1967). Computer programs for the complete non linear 

olutlor.s have been prepared (Ossakow et al.. 1972; Cuperman and Salu, 1972; 

Denavit, private communication), but they currently require about 100 

times more computer time for each uniform element of the magnetospheric 

path. Thus, the linear theory provides a useful means of exploring a 

variety of parameter regimes to optimize promising injection schemes 

before they are subjected to a detailed non linear investigation. 

The next action of the paper summarizes the linear theory for 

the cyclotron-resonance interaction and introduces relevant propagation 

properties of the magnetosphere. Specific injection schemes for stimu- 

lating amplification of VLF and ULF are treated separately in the follow- 

ing two sections. The final section summarizes the important results of 

the study and draws specific conclusions about future research. 
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CYCLOTRON-RESONANCE THEORY 

The fundamental linear theory for the cyclotron-resonance inter- 

action and its application to VLF and ULF propagation in the magneto- 

sphere is summarized in this section. Only the key equations are presented 

here; for a complete derivation of the theoretical expressions, the reader 

is referred to the early literature (e.g.. Scarf, 1962; Kennel and Petschek, 

1966). The solutions of the dispersion equation for circularly polarized 

VLF and ULF waves lead naturally to a discussion of the propagation 

characteristics in the magnetosphere. Some subtle aspects of the matha- 

matical solutions are described in order to alert the reader to the 

limitations of the theoretical expressions. Finally, models of the 

plasma medium encountered in the magnetosphere during disturbed 

and quiescent conditions are described. These models provide a quanti- 

tative basis for estimating the effectiveness of various methods of 

stimulating the interaction. 

Dispersion EquaHon.     In order to allow tractible mathematical 

expressions, several assumptions are built into the theoretical dascrlp- 

tion presented here. First, it is assumed that the wavelengths are suf- 

ficiently small that the propagation can be described in a localized 

region where the magnetoplasma has a uniform static field B and a 

homogeneous particle density N. Second, the analysis is restricted to 

the special case where the propagation vector k is parallel to B so that 

the waves are necessarily circularly polarized.  When k^ is not parallel 

to B, Landau damping is Introduced by the presence of a longitudinal 

electric field component (Kennel and Thorne, 1967; and Kennel and Wong, 

•. 

r 
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1967).   Third, the transfer of energy between the waves and particles 

is assumed to be sufficiently small and localized that non-linear effects 

can be ignored. Implications of these specific assumptions will be dis- 

cussed below. 

Circularly polarized monochromatic waves are described by the Fourier 

component form exp (ikz-iwt) where u is the propagation frequency of 

interest. For the foregoing conditions, the dispersion equation for the 

wave characteristics in the cyclotron-resonance interaction may be derived 

from the coupled Vlasov and Maxwell equations (e.g. Montgomery and Tidman, 

1964) 

2 

Hr--! + E —^ J dv  /   —ü- (1) 
i,e kw 

Jo       J" «L  v|rvc ^> 

where I (v .v..) = _v
2 ^ +iv

2 (v ^f-- vif.) (2) 

and     vc = (a, + uc)/k (3) 

F ' (vj^ , v,|) are the phase-space distributions of the charged particles 

with velocity components perpendicular and parallel to B. The quantities 

u-p1'6 = (ATTN
1
'
6
 e2/m i'e)1/2 and o)^'6 = (+ e) B/m1'6 c are the plasma 

and cyclotron frequencies of the medium. The particle labels for the ions 

(1) and electrons(e) are generally suppressed throughout the remainder 

of the paper to simplify notation. 

The resonance speed vc is the particle velocity component necessary to 

Doppler shift  the wave frequency to the local cyclotron frequency. 

Only those particles with Vy near v participate in the energy exchange. 

The plus and minus signs in v refer to right-hand and left-hand 

■ 
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circularly polarized modes, respectively. Clearly, there are four 

possible combinations of interactions between waves and particles. By 

convention the right-hand electron VLF and the left-hand ion ULF reson- 

ance which require the wave and resonance particles to rotate in the same 

sense and travel in opposite directions are termed normal interactions. 

The right-hand ion and left-hand electron resonances, which require the 

particles to overtake the wave, thus reversing their apparent sense of 

rotations as required for resonance, are called anomalous. In the analyses 

presented subsequently, only the normal interactions are considered be- 

cause they occur at much lower energies (0.1-100 keV) than the anomalous 

interactions (above 1 meV). At anomalous interaction energies, there simply 

are an insufficient number of particles to warrant investigation. Thus, 

there is only one plasma component that contributes to the summations in 

equation (1), depending on the mode of interest. 

The dispersion equation (1) determines the propagation characteristics 

k(ü)) or ü)(k) for the electromagnetic wave. In general it has several 

solution trajectories in the complex hyperspace (ID + iw., k + ik.), 

depending on the form of F. The space-time conditions in a given 

problem determine the appropriate locus of acceptable solutions. For an 

initial-value problem, k must be real and a  is allowed to be complex, 

whereas a boundary-value problem requires real m and complex k. Instab- 

ilities inherent in the system are prescribed by characteristic roots 

of equation (1) that have a^ greater than 0 or ki less than 0 corresponding 

to wave amplitude growth in the representation used here (with u , k 

greater than 0). When such roots are present, they normally dominate the 

solution. In some applications, however, these roots may be suppressed by 
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Imposed space-time conditions on the system. 

In many cases of physical interest such as those presented here, 

the local boundary conditions remain unspecified, and the dispersion 

equation alone is the only information available about the nature of the 

wave-particle system.  When instabilities occur in this circumstance, it 

is mportant to ascertain whether an unstable system is Inherently a non- 

convective runaway oscillator described by „^0 and k real, or a corrective 

traveling-wave amplifier described by a. real and k. < 0.  The answer is 

found in a sophisticated mathematical criterion for hot plasma instabilities 

(Derfler, 1967 and 1970).  The criterion has been applied to several cases 

or interest in the magnetosphere (Ho and Liemohn. 1972) and it has been 

concluded that instabilities in the magnetosphere are generally convecti 

The specific cases presented below have not been investigated on the basi 

of the instability criterion, but they generally fall into the class of 

interactions which are deemed to be convective. 

Before deriving solutions of equation (1) for complex k and real 

u.. it is necessary to define the form of the distribution function F. 

Experimental observations of particles in the magnetosphere reveal that F 

can be divided into a very low energy cold plasma part FC0LD for particles 

below 10 ev, and a hot plasma part FH0T which describes all the energetic 

particles above 10 eV. The sum of these two distributions is normalized 

to unity so that the total plasma density N is explicitly included in u . 

In order to solve the Integral dispersion equation, it is necessary 

to make an additional assumption that the amplitude changes slowly with 

wavelength.which can be expressed in the form I k.| ^ Such a condition 

ive. 

is 
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usually applies in the quiescent magnetosphere, but may be violated during 

artificial stimulation of the interaction by plasma injections. When the 

condition applies, the imaginary part of v is very small and equation (1) 

may be expanded in a Taylor series in the complex v« plane (Jackson, 

1960). By equating real and imaginary parts, the propagation characteristics 

to lowest order in kj /kr are given by 

c2k2 

2 w iTe u (u +^ (D ) 
(4) 

Ck1 TT2 2 -5 / V 
i ,e K o i  -  .  - "HOT (»x. ».) 

r 

In the latter expression only FH0T Is substituted in equation (2) to 

obtain IH0,, and v is the real part of equation (3). Expressions (4) 

and (5) describe the local phase velocity (refractive index n) and amplitude 

exponent for VLF or ULF waves in the magnetosphere. 

In some applications where wave growth is extremely rapid, IkJ ^k 

and a proper description requires, the nonlinear theory (Cuptrman, 1972; 

Bud'ko, et al., 1972). If |k.|>>kr, then the propagatior. characteristics 

may be described by asymptotic expansions (e.g., Jackson, 1960) of the 

integral. It is important to emphasize that these analyses are not the 

same as quasi-11 near theory (Kennel and Petschek, 1966; Gendrin, 1968) 

where repeated interaction with the same particles distorts F..Q-. Such 

distortion is only Important for extended interaction regions, where 
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the longitudinal drift In one bounce period, 4 v/« ,e  '# üull compared 

to the characteristic wavelength, 2-/k (evaluated at 0.5 J»!4*). For 
r C 

magnetospheric conditions of Interest here, these quantities are comparable 

for 10 keV electrons and proton;. (3 km and 150 km, respectively). However, 

in the applications only narrow meridian wedges several wavelengths across 

are stimulated by injection. Thus quasi-linear theory is not applicable 

near the edge of the injection region where the particles enter, but may 

be significant where they exit. 

Phyeioal Interpretation.    Certain physical attributes of the char- 

a teristlcs deserve further elaboration. First, they can be expressed in 

much simpler form where their physical Interpretation is more transparent. 

Second, the effects of Introducing a plasma cloud or a stream of hot 

particles are readily evident from the analytical form of tM  expressions. 

Finally, the effect of off-axis propagation (k not pa-allel to B) is ex- 

amined qualitatively to assess its effect on stimulated amplification and 

the energy budget of the magnetosphere. 

The expression for the phase velocity In equation (4) can be simpli- 

fied considerably for frequencies just below the »lectron gyrofrequency 

(VLF) and the ion gyrofrequency (ULF). By neglecting terms of order n^/m^ 

the index of refraction has the two forms 

e 2 

"1 ■ ^r/-' • ' ♦-1*-:     for    e       (6) 

(«n ) 
1 ♦ rrf , ft>r u,<J (?) 
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These are well-known expressions for VLF and ULF whistler-mode propa- 

gation which display the characteristic frequency dispersion that is 

observed experimentally in the magnetosphere. 

Regimes of wave growth (k^ 0) and decay (k1 >0) for anisotropic 

distributions can be formally derived from equation (5). For this purpose 

it is necessary to introduce the concept of a particle p tch angle a 

between the velocity and the magnetic field. 

a   - tan  (-vx /v(r) (8) 

Then equation 5 can be expressed in the form 

ck       w2 2 

where a « ^  J    d^^   [tan a -gl ] ^ 

(9) 

v c 
(10) 

b -/■ dvj.u  F^ (vi. vc) {u) 

For an isotropic distribution, a - 0 so that its summation term in 

equation (9) is always positive and the wave is attenuated by that term. 

The special class of anisotropies FH0T » sinm a gives a particularly 

simple result. In this case, a = m/2 and the normal interaction terms 

yield amplification when a./) ^(^/(m + 2). This latter anisotropic 

behavior is characteristic of natural distributions in the magnetosphere 

at VLF and ULF. 
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The physics of the Interaction may be explained in terms of particle 

trapping in the apparent potential well of the wave fields. Although all 

the particles in the plasma are subjected to the electromagnetic wave 

fields, only those particles with vn sufficiently close to v actually 

participate in the exchange of energy. The forces tend to drive ¥,| 

toward vc but because the circularly polarized wave has a helical electro- 

magnetic potential well, the yxB forces also change the perpendicular 

particle velocity vj. .  The velocity vector of each particle is shifted 

slightly to bring the particle into phase with the potential well and 

this process leads to a net exchange of particle kinetic energy and electro- 

magnetic energy.  As noted above, the net exchange depends rather critically 

on the shape of the phase-space distribution, particularly the pitch angle 

distribution. The question of whether more particles lose or gain energy 

is prescribed by the derivatives in the integrands of equations (5) or (10) 

which are evaluated at v« ■ vc. In other words, the slope of the distri- 

bution function is a measure of the number of particles that are giving up 

energy compared to those that are gaining it,as they shift their velocity 

to follow the helical potential well. The distortion of FH0T by this 

process is ignored in the linear theory for reasons which were discussed 

at the end of the preceding sub-section. 

Possible ways to enhance V!.F or ULF wave amplification in the 

magnetosphere are now readily identifiable in the foregoing theoretical 

equations.   The expression for the amplitude exponent k. depends 

on a variety of parameters and distributions, which might be modified 
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locally to enhance the cyclotron-resonance interaction." The most obvious 

means of stimulating the interaction is to chanqe the hot plasma dis- 

tribution FHQJ. Amplification is achieved by dumping a large amount of 

energetic particles near the equator so that sin^a pitch angle dis- 

tributions are formed. This type of injection is feasible by nuclear 

bursts. The early tests which were detonated in the upper atmosphere 

created pitch angle distributions of the form cos"^ that strongly absorb 

VLF and ULF energy. In fact, the only signals detected from these tests 

were apparently the initial electromagnetic pulse generated by the local 

current system at the source. A second method for causing substantial 

amplification is particle beam injection. Such a beam would be additive 

to the hot plasma distribution F^-p Its contribution would only occur 

when the parallel component of the beam velocity is near v so that the 

beam can participate in the resonance interaction. In the following 

sections electron beams are investigated as a source of VLF amplification 

and proton beams are considered at ULF. 

Another relatively simple procedure for stimulating amplification 

is to enhance the background plasma density in a local region where 

natural amplification is occurring (Brice, 1970; Cornwall and Schulz, 

1971). Such an enhancement alters the index of refraction (see equations 

6 and 7) for the modes, reducing the phase velocities appreciably. Since 
1/2 

the resonance speed v in equation (3) is proportional to N   , this 

increase in density allows lower energy particles to participate in the 

resonance interaction. If the hot plasma distribution has more particles 

at these lower energies, the resonance interaction is sharply stimulated. 
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and ronslderable ampif«cation is antfcln^.n , 
..     , S a,,t,c'P"ed from catalytic injections of 

co.d pias™. severa, specific cases of p,asma injections are mode,ed in 
the follo„i„q secti0ns t0 ,„ustrate these „^„^ 

These forepoin, theoretica, expressions are strictly valid pniy 

for propagation vectors k paraiie, to the ,oca, .acetic field. But their 

apPHcahiiity to prppagation conditions in the .agnetosphere is expected 

to extend far beyond this narrow subclass of prppagation conditions 

Since ..aves that a-e not parallel tp the ,„c„ f1.Id are subject to con, 

ventional Lar.dau damping (Kennel IQfifi^ «„i *•. y ^ennei, J966), only those signals with wave 

■-.is near the loca, mag„etic field actoaiiy survive propagation 

through the na,netosphere. Cpnseguently, those VLF and ULF whistler 

st9n.,s that are detected by ground stations and satellites are mely 

to be contained in the class of Propagatio„ vectors ,„c,u<led 1n the 

T'  9 the0reti"' deSCn■pt,0"• '" th,S """ -e theory of circuUriy 

17;* WaVeS U ^ —• °" ^ "^ hand, it .st be reca„.d 
that the wave no™a,s change their direction as they traverse the „,. 

netosphere (Kitamura and Oacobs. ,g67) so that much of the wave energy' 

"tuaiiy is ulti^tely iost through the Landau process. An estate of the 

r.c ion of energy that is gained fro. particle amp,ification in one region 
of the magnetosphere and lost bv thi- a^   .. 

«ost by thi. attenuation elsewhere has not been 

n the redistribution of energy throughout the .agnetosphere during 

Penods of strong disturbance. ,t must also p,ay a significant rolo in 

he guasi-steady-state conditions that describe the dynamic equi,ibrium 

hetween waves and particles during geomagnetical,y qu1.t per1ods. This 

difficult problem needs further study. 
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Magnetospheric Modele.    The magnetosphere consists of a neutral 

(hydrogen) plasma imbedded in the geomagnetic field. The field is approxi- 

mately a dipole subject to minor internal distortions a.-rd a major 

boundary distortior* due to the solar wind. The cold hydrogen plasma is 

distributed throughout this geomagnetic cavity but it has a distinctive 

spatial distribution and is subject to considerable fluctuations with geo- 

magnetic activity. In addition there is a hot plasma component of con- 

siderably lower density that consists of energetic (1-100 keV) electrons and 

protons that follow trapped orbits along the geomagnetic field lines. 

Above the ionosphere the medium is assumed to be slowly varying electro- 

magnetically in the sense that the wave length A satisfies the condition 

I VA|= ZTTCI 7nl/n2^ «1 (12) 

for all frequencies of interest. On this basis, the propagation character- 

istics of a uniform medium that are given in the preceding section are 

generally applicable locally in the magnetosphere. The theory of VLF 

and ULF whistler propagation through the magnetosphere is based on the 

condition (12). At VLF the whistler wave packet propagates along the 

flux tube field line from one hemisphere to the other in the right-hand 

mode of circular polarization (e.g., Helliwell, 1965). Similarly, the ULF 

wave: propagate between hemispheres in the left-hand mode (Jacobs and 

Watanabe, 1964). Much of the whistler guidance along the flux tubes is 

attributed to field-aligned columns of enhanced ionization (Smith et al., 
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1960; Smith, 1961). The tine delay between successive hops of a whistler 

signal between hemispheres and its characteristic frequency dispersion are 

described very accurately by path integrals of the electromagnetic group 

velocity for a locally uniform medium. 

Similarly, the amplitude exponent k.. for a uniform homogeneous 

medium is assumed to describe the wave growth or decay along the propa- 

gation path. The net path amplification or absorption of power in a 

wave that propagates through the slowly varying magnetosphere is 

given by 

A (decibels) = -10 log lexpl   2 k. (w.s) ds     (13) 
10L  ./path  1      J 

where the path is along a dipole field line segment from the interaction 

region to the receivers on the ground,and k.. is defined by the integral in 

equation 5. Evaluation of the double integral contained in expression (12) 

for a variety of injection models is the primary objective of this research. 

Without significant loss of quantitative accuracy the geomagnetic 

field may be approximated by a pure dipole in this application. Thus the 

signal path is defined by the equation for a field line 

2 
R = L cos A (14) 

where R is the radial distance in earth radii, L is the geomagnetic equatorial 

intercept in earth radii and x  is geomagnetic latitude. The electron-cyclotron 

frequency along this path has the form 

4  = ^0 (1 + 3 sin2x)i/2 /cos6A (15) 
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6 -3 
where uf        is its equatorial value (-5.5 x 10 L radians/sec). 

At L=4 this corresponds to an electron gyrofrequency of 13.7 kHz and a 

protoi gyrofrequency of 7.5 Hz. 

The thermal background plasma is relatively slowly varying along a 

given field line but is subject to a large discontinuity across the plasma- 

pause in the vicinity of L = 3-5 (Carpenter 1966, Carpenter et al,, 

1969). Inside the plasmapause the thermal plasma is in hydrostatic equil- 

ibrium whereas outside the density varies approximately as the geomagnetic 

field. For the analyses presented here, the plasma frequency is modeled 

by the following expressions, 

tüp = a)® exp (3/R - 3/L)   in plasmasphere (14) 

po '.,. (L/R)3 in plasma trough (15) 

1 /2 
where w6   is its equatorial value (5.65 x lO** Nn  radians/sec) 

pc 0 

and the hydrostatic model has a temperature of 1250° K. For modeling 
3 

purposes, the equatorial density is assumed to be N   = 232 particles/cm 

in the   plasmasphere which gives an electron plasma frequency of 137 kHz. 
3 

In the plasmatrough N = 1 particle/cm which corresponds to a frequency 

of 9 kHz. 

In order to separate the distribution function into a cold com- 

ponent and a hot component, the frequency band of interest must be 

somewhat below the local gyrofrequency for the resonant particles. In 

practice this requires u-^0.9 | u^ | for resonance energies above 10 eV. 

For the applications presented here, this arbitrary energy limit establishes 
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tt,e division between Frnin and FUQT. At these energies the mean 

free path of the hot plasma particles are so long that they follow 

co'iventional first-order trapped orbits in the magnetosphere. The 

cold plasma, however, behaves l^ke a Maxwellian gas similar to its 

diffusive source, the ionosphere. 

According to Liouvilie's theorem, the hot plasma distribution, 

FH0T, is prescribed everywhere in terms of its equatorial distribution 

Since trapped-particle data is generally in the form of separate pitch- 

angle and energy distributions, the models for FUQT are assumed to have 

iie form 

FH0T = G(v) H(a) (16) 

Along the flux tube G is obviously invariant because particle energy 

is conserved in the geomagnetic fie^d, but H is not constant. Using 

the Liouvil'ie theorem and the conservation of magnetic moment, it is 

easily proved that 

H(a) = !l0  (sin-1  [(B0/B)1/2 sin a]) (17) 

where H    is the equatorial distribution. 

Fun-r is normalized to the experimental data in the following manner. 

The pitch-angle distribution is arbitrarily normalized to unity, 

4TI J H     (a)   Sina d a =  1 (18) 
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and the speed distribution is based on experimental differential density 

spectra, d'l/dE, which are related as follows: 

dN/fl dF: = G v2 dv/dE (19) 

The experimental data for energy and piuch angle distributions of interest 

in this application are introduced in the following sections of the 

document. 

A computer program for evaluation of the cyclotron-resonance inter- 

action has been prepared based on the foregoing theoretical expressions. 

A complete listing of the program and its sub-routines is included in 

an Appendix. The program is designed to handle both electron interactions 

with VLF and proton interactions with ULF separately. The output of the 

program includes listings of the amplification exponent k. as a function of 

geomagnetic latitude along the propagation path and the net path amplifi- 

cation A for a range of frequencies. In general, these two quantities 

completely specify the quantitative characteristics of the Interaction. 

A variety of quantitative models for stimulation of wave amplification 

are treated in the following sections. 

) 
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VLF AMPLIFICATION 

The artificial stipulation of VLF amplification in the magnetosph.ire 

is relatively easy to achieve because of the variety of injection materials 

and conditions that are available. However, the energetic electron 

distribution that is responsible for amplification changes its shape 

(Frank, 1967, 19G8) depending upon the state of disturbance in the 

riarmetosphere. Thus, it is important to choose the proper time for injection 

of plasma clouds that can induce amplification via the cyclotron-resonance 

interaction. Several cases of interest are modelled quantitatively in 

the following subsections. 

Before discussing specific cases it is necessary to introduce the 

models for the energetic electron pitch angle and energy distributions. 

The pitch angle distributions, H , are assumed to be of Me form * sinnia 

which are typical of experimental observations in the magnetosphere 

(O'Brien, 1963). In practice the model distributions are distorted at 

small pitch angles in order to introduce an atmospheric loss-cone cutoff 

at an equatorial pitch angle of 10°. Some cases of interest are illustrated 

in Figure 1 where the isotropic distribution corresponds to m = 0 and 

the two anisotropic cases, m = 1 and m = 2, are typical of the energetic 

electrons in the magnetosphere. 

As indicated in the preceding theoretical discussion, the energy 

distribution may be subdivided into a cold and a hot conponent. The 

cold background plasma is relatively more dense and is assumed to have 

a "laxwelHan energy distribution with a mean energy on the order of 0.1 eV. 
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Fig. 1 Pitch Angle distribution models H at the geomagnetic equator. 
These anisotropic models including a loss cone cutoff are used 
for both electrons and protons in the magnetosphere. 
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It controls the propaqatlon characteristics of VLF waves but transfers 

nenliqible energy to the waves. The hot electrons in thp energy range 

from 0.1 to 100 keV are responsible for the resonance energy exchange 

at VLF in the nagnetosphere. Typical electron distributions which ere 

used here are illustrated in Figure 2. The substorm distribution HA" 

is based on satellite observations (DeForest and Mcllwain, 1971) located 

at L = 6.C in a geosynchronous orbit. The distributions E'n where n ■ 1 or 2 

are fairly qood approximations to conditions throughout the region Inside 

the qeosynchronous orbit, including the transition across the plasmapause. 

'■utural Denaitu Enhanaementa.     During disturbed conditions in the 

magnetosphere the location of the plasmapause can shift appreciably in its 

L-shell location causing local density variation:; of 1-2 orders of magnitude. 

Such changes can cause major modifications in the energy exchange between 

VLF waves and energetic electrons which results in a major revision of the 

dynamic equilibrijm state of the magnetosphere (Brice and Lucas, 1971). 

The specific case chosen for analysis is assumed to occur inside the 

plasmasphere where the plasma density is assumed to increase by a relatively 

small amount. However, the Increase in amplification may account for the 

VLF emission and whistler activity that is observed In the plasmasphere. 

The cold plasma is modeled by the hydrostatic equilibrium described by 

equation (14). A propagation path along L " 4 is assumed for illustration 
_3 

with an ambient plasma density of \\   ■ 232 cm  and an inhancement to 

N„ = 733 cm"3, o 
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The hot electron distribution is assumed to have the form E"1*5 sin 

corrospondinq to the models given in Figures 1 and 2. The change in the 

amplification exponent due the density enhancement is illustrated in 

Fiqurp 3 for two freguencies of interest. Although the change in the 

amplification exponent appears relatively small, the net path amplification 

is increased by about 5 db (decibels) as shown in Figure 4. 

These figures illustrate some important features of the anplification 

exponent and the net path arplification at VLF. First, the exponent, k.. 

varies rapidly with geomagnetic latitude and depends strongly on the 

local plasma and cyclotron frequency parameters as i/ell as the propaqation 

frequency. Its value at the geomagnetic equator is not a good indicator 

of its overall average throughout the region of interaction. The 

amplification actually peaks sharply some 10° to 20* from the geomagnetic 

equator. At «« hinher frequencies the signal is sharply attenuatcJ near 

UM tjconagnetic equator due to the interaction with lower energy particles 

which can enter the resonance band. The interaction decreases sharply 

at some 30° to 40° from the geomagnetic eguator because the Ooppler shift 

becomes too large for even very energetic particles to contribute 

appreciably to the amplification. 

The shape of the net path amplification depicted in Figure 4 is 

typical of the natural growth that can be expected at VLF. The location 

of the frequency at which maximum amplification occurs and the location 

of the upper cutoff where amplification ceases depends primarily on the 

s^ape of the pitch angle distribution, i.e.. exponent m. The relationship 
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Flg. 3 Increased amplification exponent for VI.f waves due to a natural 
enhancement in the cold plasnu density. The propagation at 
L ■ 4 Is assumed to be inside the plasmasphere wherp the cold 
plasma Is in hydrostatic equilibrium. For this case, the hot 
plasma is assumed to have an energy and pitch angle distribution 
of the form £"^-5 sin« (see Figures 1 and 2). 
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Fig. 4    Increased net path amplification of VLF waves due to a natural 
enhancement in the cold plasma density.    The propagation path 
at L = 4 is assumed to be inside the plasmasphere where the 
cold plasma is in hydrostatic eq-n'librium.    For this case, 
the hot plasma is assumed to have an energy and pitch angle 
distribution of the form E-1.5 sin a (see Figures 1 and 2). 
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between the upper cutoff frequency and this anisotropy index m was 

discussed follouinri equation (9) above. The cutoff location is shifted 

sonip.iiat in the inhomogeneous magnetosphere where the effect is smeared 

out by the variable parameters of the background medium. The magnitude 

of the amplification in general depends on the density of the energetic 

particles available to exchange energy with the wave at the resonance 

velocity. The shape of the curve for amplification depends on the 

shape of the energy distribution, that is, the value of n. As n increases 

the bandwidth of amplification tends to increase with it. Of course 

all of these characteristic variations depend on both m and n in a 

complicated way which is difficult to separate. More complete discussions 

of these dependencies on the shape of the distribution function can be 

found in the earlier literature (e.g., Liemohn, 1967). 

Barium Jet in the Plamatroush.    The technology for rocket injection 

of barium has progressed to the point where jets can je propelled along 

the geomagnetic field lines by shaped charges located in the nose cone of 

the rocket payload.  Weight limitations on the launch vehicle limits the 

amount of barium to approximately one kgm which corresponds to 5 x 1024 

barium atoms. Energy from the shaped charge as well as the sunlight 

rapidly ionize«- this barium so that the ions and electrons are trapped 

along the geomagnetic field. Apparently plasma instabilities occur in the 

Shaped charge injections of barium were carried out in a series of 
experiments from Alaska and Hawaii in March and October, 1972, by 
Dr. Milton Peek of the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratories. The jet 
of neutral barium was quickly ionized and followed the geomagnetic 
field line to the opposite hemisphere from its injection region. The 
purpose of these experiments was to map the geomagnetic field by 
following the optical emission from the cloud of barium ions. 
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charnod cloud and cause strlatlons that reduce the effective density of 

the hean. Nevertheless tests have shown that an appreciable fraction of 

the injected barium does progress up the field line toward the other 

hemisphere. 

The leading edge of the barium jet travels at about 14 km/sec and 

the trailing edge at 9 km/sec. Thus, at the geomagnetic equator along 

the field line at L - 4. the equatorial enhancement is approximately 

15.000 km long and about 15 km in diameter. This corresponds to a volume 

of approximately 3 x 1021 cm3. From the intensity of the optical emrssion. 

the equatorial density is approximately 2-3 barium ions/cm3. Approximately 

40-50 minutes is required for the jet to reach the geomagnetic equator 

along L = 4. 

On the basis of the foregoing parameters and experimental evidence, 

a model of the barium injection has been constructed to evaluate its effect 

on the cyclotron resonance Interaction. Some 15 minutes after the release 

along L - 4 the primary jet is bounded between 30° and 38° from the 

geomagnetic equator and has a density of approximately 30 ions/cm3. At 

30 minutes, the jet is bounded by 8» and 25» from the geomagnetic equator, 

and the density has reduced to 5 ions/cm3. The reduction In density is 

due to the increased diameter of the jet as well as its elongation. In 

order for these enhancements to be significant relative to the natural 

Plasma background, the injection must occur during a mild geomagnetic 

substorm when the plasmapause is inside L - 4. The ambient natural density 

in the p^smatrough is assumed to be 1 electron/cm3 and vary radially as 

as ^3. These properties of the barium shaped-charge injection model 

are illustrated in Figure 5. 

• 
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Fig. 5   Rocket Injection of a barium shaped-charge along the L = 4 
field line.    The barium jet is assumed to consist of 1 kgm of 
fully ionized gas.    The trajectory ir assumed to be in the 
plasmatrough, where N   = 1 electron/nrS and N varies as R-3 
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An important aspect of the problem that is not included explicitly 

in the amplification calculation is the diameter of the barium ion jet 

relative to the size of the VLF wave front. As noted in the theoretical 

section, it is important that any enhancement be compar.ible to or larger 

than a wavelength In all of its dimensions. Usinq the experimental 

observation of 15 km as the diameter of the barium ion jet at the equator, 

the diameter at 15 minutes is approximately 7.5 km and at 30 minutes, 

11 km. For a propagation frequency of 6 kHz, which is approximately 

half of the quatorial electron gyrofrequency at L = 4, the free space 

wavelength is about 50 km. However, the index of refraction within the 

barium cloud enhancement is approximately 10 in both cases so that the 

effective wavelength is somewhat less than the actual diameter of the 

cloud. Thus, to a first approximation, the cyclotron resonance interaction 

should not be limited by the width of the jet. 

The amplification exponent for the interaction of VLF waves within 

the barium jet at 15 and 30 minutes is illustrated in Figure 6. Evidently 

the interaction is strongly enhanced as the jet approaches the geomagnetic 

equator, which is not unexpected due to the smaller Doppler shift that is 

required. Furthermore, the exponent is strongly enhanced only in the local 

region of the barium jet. Note the opposite behavior of the exponent, 

k.,  for the propagation frequencies 0.3 and 0.5 f^o at 15 and 30 minutes, 

respectively. This is readily explained by changes in the relative 

magnitudes of the growth and decay terms in expression (2). The hot plasr.a 

which provides the energy for the amplification is arbitrarily assumed to 
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-2   2 
have the form E  sin a which is a reasonable approximation for the 

electron energy distribution in the plasmatrough during a geomagnetic storm. 

The net power that can be transferred from the energetic electron 

distribution to VLF waves by the barium shaped-charge enhancement is 

illustrated in Fig re 7. Evidently the amplification some 15 minutes 

after the injection is still negligible below f^o, but after 30 minutes 

the amplification has increased 20-30 db and the bandwidth has been 

expanded somewhat. At L = 4, it has been noted that fe = 13.6 kHz, so 

that the 30 minute amplification band is between 4 and 8 kHz. 

Geosynahronoue Lithium Clouds.    One of the more promising methods 

for inducing strong amplification of waves in the magnetosphere is by 

injection of a cloud of lithium at the geosynchronous orbit. Lithium has 

a relatively slow rate of ionization in solar ui. violet so that the 

cloud of neutral atoms can diffuse radially for approximately an hour 

before most of it is ionized and trapped by the geomagnetic field. Although 

this slow rate of lithium-ion generation does not permit its application as 

a communication method, the diameter of the cloud makes it a strong contender 

for a quantitative test of the theory. Furthermore, the large area that 

would be illuminated with VLF noise at the ground makes it attractive from 

an observational standpoint. 

The distribution of the geosynchronous lithium injection has been 

modeled by the solution of t^e  diffusion equation for a point source of 

particles. The density, N, is given as a function of radial distance, r, 

(from the source point) and time, t (measured from an arbitrary instant 

of the release), by the equation, 

' 

( 
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N = H}  exp (-r
2/4D2t2)/(4»D2t2)3/2      (20) 

where N1 is the number of lithium ions injected and D is the diffusion 

coefficient for the cloud of particles. In such a solution no attempt 

is made to include the dynamic process for ionization of the lithium 

atoms; instead, it is assumed that N describes the current number of 

ions in the cloud at time t. 

For this application the value of N1 is assumed to be 8.5 x 1025 

molecules corresponding to 1 kgm of fully ionized lithium. The diffusion 

coefficient, D, is assumed to be 1 km2/sec, which gives cloud diffusion 

rates in good agreement with ooservations. The induced amplification 

has been evaluated for distributions corresponding to 10 minutes after 

release and 50 minutes after release of the lithium charge. The electron 

density enhancements corresponding to these release times are illustrated 

in Fig. 8 as a function of geomagnetic latitude. The natural background 

density is arbitrarily assumed to be 1 electron/cm3 which is a reasonable 

limit at the geosynchronous orbit (L = 6.6). Since it requires approxi- 

mately one hour for sunlight to fully ionize the lithium atoms in the 

cloud, it requires at least five times as much lithium to achieve one 

kilogram of ionization in 10 minutes as it does in 50 minutes. If the 

lithium release from the canister is only 10 percent efficient, as some 

researchers have suggested (Cornwall private communication), then the 

amplification enhancement at 10 minutes requires a lithium payload of 

50 kgm plus a detonating charge whereas the arplification at 50 minutes 

requires only 10 kgm of lithium plus charge. 
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Fig. 8    Injection of lithium from a point source (cannister) in geo- 
synchronous orbit (L = 6.6).   One kgm of total ionization is 
assumed to be diffusing spherically from the source with a 
diffusion coefficient D^l Km2/s.    The ambient background 
plasma is assumed to be in the plasmatrough where N   = 1 cm"3. 
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The effect of this geosynchronous lithium injection on VLF wave 

amplification is illustrated for two hot plasma distributions in 

Figures 9-12. For one case, the hot electron distribution is assumed 

to have the form E"1,5 sin a (see Fig. 2) which is taken to represent 

conditions at the geosynchronous altitude during geomagnetically 

quiescent conditions. The second case is modelled after experimental 

observations of a typical substorm (DeForest and Mcllwain, 1971) and 

Is denoted by the functional form (dN/dE),.^, sin a (see Fig. 2). The 

VLF amplification results for these two distributions are discussed 

together in order to emphasize the physical aspects of the interaction. 

The first and most obvious effect of the lithium injection is 

the concentrated enhancement of the amplification exponent, k-, in 

the vicinity of the geomagnetic equator (see Figures 9 and 11), which 

is entirely attributable to the geometry of the enhancement. The 

second point of interest is the similar magnitudes of ki for the two hot 

electron distributions, but note, however, that the frequencies are 

significantly lower for the distribution E"1,5. Outside the frequency 

bands shown, the enhancement in the amplification is relatively 

negligible. Since all other parameters are held constant, the entire 

effect is attributable to the shape of the energy distribution, and 

points out the need for detailed observations of the phase-space 

distribution for an adequate quantitative test of the cyclotron 

resonance amplification. 

The net path amplification from these two hot electron distributions 

are illustrated in Figures 10 and 12. The distribution, E-1'5, provides 

strong amplification at frequencies below 0.35 f^. After 10 minutes 
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the injection does provide about 30 db of enhanced amplification at 

cG 
0.1 - 0.2 fco, but after 50 minutes no appreciable enhancement is 

discernible. This is to be contrasted with the amplification for the 

substorm "A" where the ambient amplification is shifted to the frequency 

band 0.4 - 0.55 f^. This frequency shift and the reduction in ambient 

amplification by a factor of 20 is attributable to the depletion of 

low-energy particles in FH0T for distribution "A". For this substorm, 

the amplification after 10 minutes is extremely high, on the order of 

200 db. Such an amplification level could only be realized if the VLF 

source is low-power incoherent particle emissions; normal VLF emissions 

subject to this much amplification would become nonlinear and distort 

the hot plasma phase-space distribution suppressing the net amplification. 

From practical considerations, the most important result is the 

amplification obtained 50 minutes after injection during a substorm. 

For this case, the amplification has been enhanced some 40 db at a 

frequency around 1.5 kHz. Such an effect should be readily discernible 

from ground-based observations of VLF in the vicinity of the geosynchronous 

conjugate points. 
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Energetic Election Beams.    The prospect of dnip.lify.ing..VLF. waves  

by direct injection of hot electron beams is attractive because the 

net amplification is relatively insensitive to the state of geomagnetic 

activity. The state of the natural background plasma is relatively 

unimportant since the energy for wave growth is to be derived entirely 

from the injected beam of particles. Thus, the process is no longer 

catalytic in the sense of utilizing the hot electrons that are trapped 

in the geomagnetic field, but rather is a direct stimulation of the 

cyclotron resonance interaction. The entire process is quite analogous to 

transmitting waves from an antenna on board a spacecraft. The amount 

of amplification is obviously proportional to the intensity of the 

beam. 

In the analysis presented here, the beam is assumed to be launched 

by a spacecraft along the geomagnetic field line at L = 4 which is 

assumed to be inside the plasmasphere where N0 = 232 electrons/cm
3. 

The natural hot plasma background is assumed to have a distribution of 

the form E •    sin a. These quantities merely serve to define the local 

propagation conditions and the natural amplification along the propagation 

path. 

The electron gun is assumed to have a power level of 0.5 kilowatts. 

For definiteness,the gun is assumed to generate 100 millisecond pulses 

of electron current with a beam energy of 10 keV. At this energy, 

the electrons have a speed of 6 x 104 km/sec and an equatorial gyro 

radius (at L = 4) of approximately 1 km. depending of course on the 

local pitch angle. Initially, such a beam would appear to be a helix 

that is wrapped around the injection field line at the appropriate pitch 

angle. However, electrostatic forces and plasma instabilities are 
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expected to smear out this geometrical form within 100 km or so from the 

injection point (Pellat, private communication), and the beam is more 

appropriately described as a flux-tube-column of electrons, assuming an 

order of magnitude inflation in the cross section of the beam, the volume 

of the column is 2 x 105 km3. Since 0.8 x 1018 electrons are contained in 

the pulse, the density of the beam is 0.004 electrons/cm3. If the beam has 

an effective spread of 2 keV, this density corresponds to a differential 

energy spectrum of 0.002 electrons/cm3 keV. 

The foregoing considerations were employed to derive the electron 

beam model shown in Figure 13. The pitch angle distribution H is normalized 

to unity and has a pitch angle spread of 10° corresponding a limited amount 

of scattering. The energy distribution, dN/dE, has been normalized 

to the value derived above with an appropriate energy spread which is 

attributable to scattering. In order to assess the effect of injection 

location and injection pitch angle, three values of the equatorial pitch 

angle are arbitrarily assumed for the beam model. For a   = 85° the beam 

mirrors at a latitude of + 3°, for 55° the latitude is + 18°, and for 

25° the latitude is +37°. Of course the beams must be injected above 

these corresponding mirror point latitudes in order to achieve the model 

parameters. 

The size of the beam cross section relative to the wavelengths of 

interest determines the effectiveness of the interaction. Mear the 

geomagnetic equator at L = 4, the electron gyro frequency is 13.7 kHz 

and for a plasma density No = 232 electrons/cm
3. The corresponding 

plasma frequency is 137 kHz. For a propagation frequency at half the 

gyro frequency, 7 kHz, the index of refraction is approximately 20, 

. 
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Fig. 13 Electron beam model distributions for pitch angle, Ho, and 
differential energy, dN/dE. The beam distributions 
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altitude rocket. 
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and the wavelength is 2.5 km.   This is to be compared with a beam injection 

diameter of about 2 km.    If the beam cross section expands by a factor 

of 10, as assumed, the cyclotron-resonance interaction between the beam 

and ambient VLF signals could be quite effective.    However, it must be 

remembered that the interaction flux tube maps onto a very small  region 

in the ionosphere so that the actual VLF energy flux may still be 

extremely small. 

As noted in the introduction, electron beams with the foregoing 

properties have been generated experimentally (Hendrickson et al, 1971; 

Cartwright and Kellogg, 1971; and Hess et al, 1971).    These beam experi- 

ments behaved qualitatively as expected, but many questions remain about 

the the quantitative aspects of their behavior.    One important conclusion 

is that the well-known two-stream plasma instability does not effectively 

break up the beam as might be expected.    Evidently there is enough 

spread in the thermal energy of the beam to quench the electrostatic 

waves that are predicted on the basis of delta-function beam distributions. 

These experiments and their analyses are continuing. 

The cyclotron-resonance interaction between electron beams and 

VLF waves has some unusual properties due to the shape of the phase-space 

distribution.    Adjacent to the central  pitch angle and energy values of 

the beam, the distribution has exceedingly large derivatives which play 

a dominant role in the integrand of the amplification exponent, k-, 

displayed in equation (2).    Thus, in the vicinity of the resonance, there 

is strong absorption on one side and strong amplification on the other 

due to the change in sign of the derivative.   This behavior is clearly 

illustrated in Fig. 14 for the case a0 = 55° and E0 = 10 keV.    For a 
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given frequency the interaction is confined to a narrow band of geo- 

magnetic latitude where the parallel component of the beam velocity 

matches the resonance velocity given by equation (3). The fact that 

the absorption occurs on the equatorward side and the amplification 

on the earthward side of the interaction region is simply due to 

the values of the derivatives in k^ at the local resonance velocity. 

The location of the resonance region is further from the equator at 

the higher frequencies; this is wholly attributable to a reduction 

in tlie parallel velocity component of the beam as it progresses 

toward its mirror point and necessitates frequencies closer to the 

local gyrofrequencies to achieve resonance. 

For the beam energy chosen in this analysis, the pitch angle 

distributions centered at 85° and 25° do not contribute significant 

effects. At 85° the entire interaction is extremely close to the 

geomagnetic equator and the parallel velocity component is relatively 

small demanding a frequency very close to the local cyclotron frequency 

where the amplification is also small. At 25° the beam has more 

parallel than perpendicular energy in the region of interaction so that 

the wave energy is absorbed by the particles, but again the interaction 

is relatively small. 

The net path amplification for the three cases is illusLrated in 

Fig. 15. Evidently, the interaction at 25° and 85° is essentially 

neutralized, that is, the absorption of VLF energy just balances the 

amplification. However, at 55° the absorption is clearly significant 

above 0.3 fco. For this pitch angle the interaction is strongly dominated 

by the equatorward absorption. 
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These foregoing properties of the beam amplification provide an 

unusual method for generation of narrow band VLF noise pulses. If the 

beam is launched from its mirror point toward the equator, it is possible 

for VLF noise to build up on the earthward side of the interaction 

region and subsequently propagate toward the ionosphere. Since the 

equatorward side of the interaction region is absorbing energy more 

strongly, no signals from the equatorial region can penetrate through 

the beam. Consequently, for any signals to be available for amplification 

the electron beam and the natural background plasma must be spontaneously 

emitting copious amounts of incoherent VLF noise. Our current under- 

standing of this inchoherent noise source (Liemohn, 1965; and Trulsen 

and Fejer, 1970) suggests that it is wholly inadequate. For example, 

in Fig. 14 the amplification region alone can provide about 35 db but 

-30 
the incoherent VLF signal is only 10  watts/Hz from each electron. 

Nevertheless, it is intriguing to consider the possibility of generating 

a succession of descending tone pulses with an electron beam. 

: 
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Low-Energu Ion Beams.    For this case, the attractive feature of 

injecting cold plasma to stimulate amplification by catalytic means 

is coupled with the advantages for direct control that are offered by 

the beam concept. In the magnetosphere a low-energy (eV) ion is subject 

to the forces of both gravity and geomagnetic gradients. The individual 

ions are reflected at low altitude by the geomagnetic gradient and driven 

toward the equator where gravitational forces take over and pull them 

earthward again. Thus, these ions are caught in <ntra hemisphere orbits 

which are nonlinear but quite repetitive. Such an orbit is illustrated 

in Figure 16 for a proton with energy 0.32 eV, and argon ion with energy 

13 eV, or a cesium ion with energy 43 eV. 

Such a beam does not interact with VLF waves, but it is accompanied 

by a cloud of neutralizing electrons that stimulate 

strong amplification by the hot (koV) electron plasma. The generation of 

such an ion beam by a particle gur on board a satellite or rocket requires 

a neutralizing source of negative charge such as a hot cathode emitting an 

electron current. If the ions follow a well-established trajectory, the 

electron gas will be dragged along with the icns by the ambipolar electric 

field. It is this cloud of electrons that actually enhances the cold 

plasma density and induces catalytic amplification of VLF waves along the 

field-line trajectory of the ions. The shape of the electron cloud is 

assumed to emulate that of the ion bean since the ambipolar field is localized 

and the ions are so much more massive. 

Before undertaking a discussion of the beam interaction with VLF 

waves, the details of the individual ion motion in the gravitational and 
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nannetlc field must be considered.    The important forces acting on the 

ion are the gravitational component parallel to the local geomagnetic 

field and the field-aligned geomagnetic gradient force, 

FGRAV B ^ 9 $1n ♦/R2 (21) 

l e 7«    B    v 2 

FMAG--7-l    "+- (22) 
m c        u 

where g is the acceleration of gravity at the surface of the earth, <* 1$ 

the angle between the radial direction and the field-line normal, and 7,, 

is the gradient operator along the local geomagnetic field direction. 

Those force components coupled with the first adiabatic invariant, 

vj/B « constant, and the geometry of the geomagnetic field are sufficient 

to fully identify the ion trajectories.    However, since the forces are 

conservative, it is entirely permissible to use the conservation of total 

energy to arrive at the end points of the orbit without deriving the full 

solution for the trajectory.    The energy equation has the simple fo»-n 

V«I + vl2| * 29/RI ■ vxM " W\ (23) 
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whore subscript I refers to the injection location and M refers to the 

mirror or turning points of the trajectory along the flux tube. This 

formulation of the problem follows that used previously (Evlatar et al, 

1964; and LeMarle and Scherer, 1970), but the results are displayed In 

an entirely different manner. 

The solution for the mirror points of typical .on trajectories are 

illustrated in Fig. 17. The injection level is specified at 1600 km 

(R " 1.25) along the geomagntic field line L = 4. The mirror point, 

^  is plotted as a function of ion energy for hydrogen, argon, and 

cesium with the injection pitch angle a as a parameter. For example, 

an argon ion with an energy of 13 ev and an injection pitch angle of 

90° bounches back and forth between R = 1.25 and R = 3 as shown in 

Fig. 16 as well. An extreme example is a 4 eV argon ion injected 

upward parallel to the local field (a = 0*)  which is reflected at 

R « 1.6 by gravity and falls directly back into the atmosphere at 

R s 1. Similar cases have been worked out for a variety of injection 

levels and geomagnetic field lines; all of them have very similar curves 

and nearly identical energy regimes. The presence of a natural electric 

field parallel to the local geomagnetic field can seriously distort the 

shape of the trapping region, however, and it ma> play i significant role 

during disturbed conditions.but it must be ignored here due to lack of 

evidencp. 

In order to Illustrate the effectiveness of these low-energy ion 

beams to stimulate Wf wave amplification, the specific case of 43 eV 

cesium ions with an Injection pitch angle of 90*  at the rocket altitude of 
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1600  km will be considered explicitly.    At the injection location these 

ions have a speed of 7.5 km/sec and a gyro radius of 0.2 km.    Due to 

scattering mechanisms, the beam helix is expected to expand   into 

a column about 1  km2 in cross-sectional area which is 10 times the gyro-area, 

If the beam runs continuously for 100 seconds, an initial column length 

of 50-100 km might be anticipated since most of tne particle speed is 

perpendicular to the field line.    Thus, an initial  plasma density enhance- 

ment of 500 cesium ions/cm   may be achieved with a beam current of only 

0.05 amps which corresponds to a gun power of just 2 watts. 

Such an enhancement of cesium ions and cold electrons drawn up by 

ambipolar diffusion is not particularly effective inside the plasmasphere 

but is a remarkably strong enhancement in the plasmatrough.    The effect 

is graphically illustrated in Fig. 18 along the geomagnetic field line 

■ 4 where the ambient plasma density is normalized to unity at the 

equator and varies as R"3.    Such a natural density corresponds to conditions 

during and immediately following a geomagnetic substorm.    Since the ion 

beam is confined to a geomagnetic flux tube, its density falls off only 
-3/2 

.    Consequently, the enhancement is even more effective at thf: 

higher altitudes. 

Such a beam enhancement stimulates amplification of VLF waves along 

its field-line path at frequencies near the local electron   gyrofrequency. 

The local amplification exponent for selected frequencies is displayed in 

Fig.  19 along the field line L - 4.    The hot electron plasma that supplies 

the energy for wave amplification is assumed to have the form E"2 sin2a 

(see Figs.  1 and 2).    As noted in the figure, the region of enhancement 
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covers the geomagnetic latitude band from 25° to 56°.    The amplitude 

exponent,  ki, has been evaluated    for frequencies above the equatorial 

electron gyro frequency f^ but the actual energy exchange between the 

hot electrons and VLF waves takes place below the local electron gyro 

frequency.    Since f^ = 13.7 kHz, the amplification actually occurs 

in the LF band over most of the interaction region. 

The net amplification induced by the cesium-electron beam along 

the field line path L = 4 is displayed in Fig. 20.    Amplifications of 

30-40 db may be expected at frequencies between 60 and 150 kHz. Near 

the equatorial  zone where the cyclotron resonance interaction is very 

strong, ampTifications of 100 db or more apparently can be expected for 

frequencies in the range 20-30 kHz.    One should be reminded that this 

amplification power is derived catalytically from the natural  hot 

electron plasma in the energy range 10-100 keV; it is not derived from 

the 2 watts of beam power. 

Certain properties of the cesium beam make It rather attractive as 

a stimulator of VLF and LF rad^o noise.    The size of the beam column is 

adequate to interact with an appreciable wave front of VLF-LF energy. 

At 50 kHz the free space wave length is 6 km and the index of refraction 

is 10-30 so that the effective wavelength    is significantly less than 

1   km.    The   gyroradius  for cesium ions at R = 2-3 is 0.6-1.0 km and 

any scattering that occurs will  expand the beam column well  beyond these 

values.    Since a column of 50-100 kilometers in length can be anticipated 

for 100 second bursts from the ion gun, there is an adequate interaction 

zone extending over many wavelengths.    A single plasma beam generates a 
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relatively narrow band VLF-LF descending noise tone as it proceeds up 

the field line to its mirror point and an ascending noise tone as it 

returns toward the injection point. Similar tone patterns might be 

generated on adjacent field lines by the release of other beam columns, 

The bandwidth and noise amplitude obviously depends on the geomagnetic 

field line and altitude of the injection as well as the natural hot 

electron plasma that is available to interact with the waves. 
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ULF AMPLIFICATION 

Stimulated amplification of ULF waves in the magnetosphere is more 

difficult then its VLF counterpart for two reasons. First, the cyclotron 

resonance interaction is inherently weaker at ULF because the index of 

refraction for the medium is relatively smaller requiring a relatively 

higher value of the resonance velocity (see Eq. (3)). Second, the 

injection of clouds of proton plasma which would provide the most 

efficient means for catalytic stimulation of the interaction are simply 

not feasible; less convenient types of ion injection must be substituted. 

Despite these limitations, significant amounts of amplification can be 

stimulated by the techniques that will be described in the following 

subsections. 

For ULF wave amplification the critical consideration is the pitch 

angle and energy distributions of the hot protons (1-100 keV). Pitch 

angle distributions of the form sinma are quite applicable to the proton 

plasma as well. Distributions with m = 1 or 2 are frequently encountered 

in the magnetosphere and will be used in the analyses that follow. 

As in the preceding electron cases, the energy distributions of the 

protons may be subdivided into a co:d plasma and a hot plasma. The cold 

plasma contains most of the charge density and its distribution defines 

the propagation characteristics of ULF waves. The cold protons are 

assumed to have energies on the order of 0.1 eV. The main source of the 

hot proton plasma is the ring current that waxes and wanes with geo- 

magnetic activity. Some typical hot proton distributions as well as 

the cold plasma dlstr'butlon are displayed in Fig. 21. The ring 
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current distribution "B" is based on data derived from several satellite 

observations (Pizzella and Frank. 1971) beyond the plasmapause. The 

distributions E"n have also been used extensively for quiet periods in 

the magnetosphere. The excessively high values of these distributions 

below 1 keV does not play a significant role in the cyclotron resonance 

interaction since the resonance energy at frequencies of interest is well 

above this level. 

Lithium Jet in the Plasmatro^h.    During strong geomagnetic storms 

the plasmapause frequently comes inside L = 3.5 and the proton ring 

current develops a strong maximum at L = 3.5 - 4.5 which might be tapped 

for ULF amplification. In this case, the plasmatrough has an unusually 

low density M proton/cm3) and the hot proton ring current is exceptionally 

dense (> 0.02 protons/cm3). Such conditions allow artificial stimulation 

of ULF amplification by injection of a cloud of lithium ions (Cornwall 

and Schulz, 1971). One source for lithium clouds at L = 3 - 4 (Hoch, 

private communication) is a shaped-charge injection of a neutral lithium 

jet from a low altitude rocket. By choosing a launch time and location 

that avoids sunlight for part of the ballistic trajectory to the equatorial 

region at L = 3.5, an appreciable fraction of the initial jet might be 

deposited as an ion cloud in the plasmatrough near the ring current maximum. 

The process is illustrated schematically in Figure 22. Owing to the ballistic      j 

trajectories there is a moderate amount of focusing that can be achieved 

by proper injection velocities and orientation of the jet. 

A detailed model of the injection characteristics has been developed 

in order to assess its amplification potential. A jet velocity band of 

10-15 km/sec may be assumed at the source (experimentally observed for 
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Fig.  22    Shaped-charge injection of lithium to the equatorial region 
at L = 3.5.    The neutral  lithium jet of approximately 1  kgm 
is expected to follow a ballistic trajectory across the 
magnetic field until  solar radiation ionizes it and deposits 
approximately 10 lithium-ion electron pairs/cm-3.    The ambient 
background plasma is assumed to be in the plasmatrough where 
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barium Injections by Peek, private communication).    Since the jet is 

slowed by the gravitational forces on the neutral  atoms, it is estimated 

to require 30-40 minutes for the lithium cloud to travel about 2.5 earth 

radii from the injection point to the equatorial  region at L = 3.5. 

The velocity spread of 5 km/sec corresponds to a radial dispersion of 

about 6,000 km.    If the jet is sprayed in a narrow range of latitudes 

and is carefully columnated along the geomagnetic meridian plane, the 

lithium ions at L = 3.5 can be confined to a latitude band of 10,000 km 

across the geomagnetic equator and perhaps only 2,000 km spread in 

longitude.    This corresponds to a volume of 1026 cm3. 

Since the ionization of lithium atoms by solar ultraviolet is a 

continuous process with a characteristic Ionization time of 60 minutes, 

perhaps only 10% of the initial jet is available in the lithium ion 
26 

cloud.    Only 10     ions of lithium are available in 1  kgm so that 100 kgm 

of lithium is required to deposit a density of 10 lithium ions/cm3 in 

the enhancement region.    These numbers are obviously debatable, but they 

serve as a basis for judging the usefulness of this method.    Obviously, 

a total payload weight of 1,000 kgm including the explosive charge is 

not out of the question with certain rockets that might be considered for 

this experiment. 

According to equation [4), ULF propagation characteristics 

are sharply modified in a  lithium ion cloud.    Below the lithium gyro- 

frequency the phase velocity is reduced appreciably whereas above it, 

the propagation is evanescent.    This alteration from the normal proton 

plasma propagation characteristics allows the cyclotron resonance 
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interaction to proceed with lower energy particles which are normally 

more numerous and consequently the Interaction Is appreciably enhanced. 

In accordance with Fig. 22 the lithium Injection at L = 3.5 Is 

assumed to have a density of 10 lithium Ions/cm3 and the ambient 

plasmatrough Is assumed to have a density N ■ N (3.5/R)3 where N ■ 
0 n 

1 cm    .    The amplification exponent, k|, for ULF waves propagating through 

this lithium Ion cloud Is Illustrated In Fig. 23.    The hot proton plasma 

for the ring current Is assumed to have the distribution E-2 sin2 a which 

Is consistent with experimental observations at these relatively low 

L shells.      The curves for the exponent are entirely attributable to the 

lithium cloud; the ambient (cold) proton plasma causes a negligible amount 

of natural amplification at these frequencies.    The sharp cutoff In the 

exponent at 5° and 15° Is due to the propagation cutoff above the local 

lithium gyro frequency.    Evidently, there Is signified non-equatorial 

amplification that allows strong enhancements at irequencles above the 

equatorial  lithium gyro frequency f~J « 0.143 f^.    This is more vividly 

illustrated In Fig. 24 where the net path amplification actually has Its 

maximum above f^.    Obviously ULF waves above f^ cannot penetrate the 

evanescent zone at the geomagnetic equator, so that the ULF band from 

0.143-0.22 f^ Is restricted to intrahemisphere propagation.    Despite the 

high lithium ion density that is proposed for Injection, the net amplifica- 

fon 1s only a few decibels.    Consequently, this method for stimulation 

of ULF amplification is not particularly effec^ve. 
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teoeynchronouB Lithium Clouda.    The injection of lithium Ion 

clouds from satellites at geosynchronous altitudes has already been 

discussed by others (Cornwall and Shultz, 1971; and Cornwall, 1972), 

but It Is Included here In order to corroborate their findings and 

perhaos elabonue upon them.    The amplification analysis performed 

here Is based on the two cloud models depicted In Fig. 8.    Details of 

the Injection requirements and diffusion properties are described   in 

the section on VLF amplification.    In one case the 1 kgm cloud of 

lithium ions is confined to a radius of 0.1 R   which corresponds to 

10 minutes of diffusion from a point source, whereas the other case 

has a radius 0.5 Re corresponding to 50 minutes of diffusion. 

As before, It Is important to recognize that the lithium 

injection alters the local propagation characteristics.    Above the 

lithium gyrofrequency,  ULF waves are evanescent whereas below the phase 

velocity is strongly reduced.    The latter effect gives rise to the 

enhanced cyclotron resonance interaction. 

The ULF amplification that is stimulated by these two Injection 

models is illustrated in Figs. 25-28 for two models of the hot proton 

distribution function.    The model E"       sin a represents quiescent 

conditions in the magnetosphere when the proton ring current is very 

weak.    The second case is the ring current model  "B" which has been 

experimentally observed during geomagnetic storm conditions; it Is 

denoted by the functional form (dN/dE)«.. sin a (see Fig. 21}. 

As expected, the ULF amplification enhancement is restricted to 

the narrow equatorial  region where the lithium injection dominates the 

total  plasma density.    The injection region is restricted to 
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Fig. 26   Net path amplificatiop for ULF waves propagating through a 
geosynchronous lithium Injection (see Fig. 8).    The enhance- 
ment Is entirely attributable to the lithium bubble.    The hot 
protons are assumed to have the distribution £"'•' sin a. 
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♦ 3° geomagnetic for the 10 minute case and ♦ 5° for the 50 minute case. 

Since the interaction is dominated by the lithium gyrofrequency cutoff in 

the propagation, ULF frequencies above 0.143 fp simply do not get 

amplified significantly. An important distinction between the results 

in Figures 25 and 27 is the order of magnitude increase in the value of 

k^ during disturbed conditions. 

The dependence on the shape of the energetic particle distribution 

manifests itself more explicitly in the net path amplification illustrated 

in Fiiures 26 and 28. The quiescent conditions yield an amplification of 

G db whereas tho ring current conditions provide 35-55 db. This remarkable 

difference is attributable to the higher value of the ring current density 

(Figure 21) at those energies where the resonance energy exchange Is most 

effective (2 - 200 keV). Another Important conclusion is that the 

amplification Is stronger at 50 minutes after injection than at 10 minutes. 

This is attributable to the longer propagation path over which amplification 

is enhanced. 

The amplification achieved by injection of a lithium ion cloud at 

geosynchronous altitude is comparable to the earlier predictions (Cornwall 

and Schuli?, 1971). Perhaps what has not jeen emphasized as strongly by 

previous research is the relatively sharp amplification nax^mum that is 

nearly centered on the equatorial lithium gyrofrequency fL^ which has 
äV co 

the value O.fl Hz at L = 6.6. The duration of the lithium-ion cloud 

depends of course on the strength of the local electric fields in the 

-nagnetosphere, but it Is expected to survive for several hours as a 

discernible entity. The DLF noise generated bv the cloud will also have 

c  distinctive characteristic. According to the results in Figure 28, 
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the noise consists of an ascencJng tone of Increasing amplitude 

maximizing at f^0 along the Injection field line and subsequently 

broadening over a narrow range of frequencies corresponding to the 

L shells covered by the lithium cloud. If a convectlve electric 

field is present, the cloud may drift radially causing a change 

in the frequency corresponding to the change in the local gyrofrequercy. 

Energetic Proton Beam.    Amplification of ULF waves by direct 

injection of energetic proton bwr.is is obviously more desirable than 

the preceding methods because it is not subject to the vagaries of 

geo;.iagnet1c activity. The wave growth that is achieved by beam 

Injection is derived entirely from the energy of the beam particles. 

The process is not catalytic in the sense that the natural background 

of hot protons in the magnetosphere has a negligible effect. The 

amount of amplification is proportioral to the incensity of the beam 

as expected and the frequency band depends on the beam pitch angle at 

the Injection location. 

The beam is assumed to be launched during geomagnetically quiet 

conditions along the field line at L = 4 which is assumed to ^ inside 

the plasmasphere where N0 ■ 232 protons/cm3. For completeness, the 

natural hot proton distribution is assumed to have the form E"1,5 sin a, 

although it does not contr.bute appreciable amplification. 

The proton gun is arbitrarily assumed to have a power level of 

10 kilowatts, and the beam current consists of 100 millisecond pulses 

of 10 keV protons. In so far as the author is aware, no one has developed 

a proton gun for use on spacecraft. The foregoing gun characteristics 
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are probably very difficult to achieve due to the high current level 

(10 amps). These beam parameters were chosen Intentionally so that the 

proton beam could be modelled quantitatively by the same pitch angle and 

energy distributions that are used for tne electron beam (see Fig. 13). 

The protons have a speed of 1.5 x 103 km/sec and an equatorial gyro- 

radlts of ipproxlaittly 30 km, depending as before on the local pitch 

angle. Electrostatic forces and plasma instabilities undoubtedly break 

up the initnl helix trajectory so that the beam Is smeared into a 

plasma column. Assuml, j an order of magnitude inflation in the cross 

section of the beam, the column volume is ^ 4 x 106 km3. In each 

pu^se there are 1.6 x 1019 protons, so that the density of the beam is 

0.004 protons/cm . Thus, for an effective beam energy spread of 2 keV, 

the differential energy spectrum is 0.002 protons/cm3 keV (as shown 

in Fig. 13). 

The pitch angle distribution H() is normalized to unity with a 

spread of 10° corresponding to a limited amount of scattering. As in 

the electron case, the pitch angle distributions are centered on 85 

55 and 25° corresponding to mirror points at ♦3°, +18°, and +37°, 

respectively. 

The effectiveness of the beam for stimulation of the cyclotron 

resonance interaction depends on its diameter and length relative to 

the ULF wavelengths Involved in the interaction. Near the geomagnetic 

equator at L = 4 the ULF index of refraction is 500-600 for propagation 

frequencies around 3H2 which corresponds to 0.5 f^. The corresponding 

wavelength at 3 Hz is 160-200 km which is comparable to the dimensions 

of the plasma beam column. Since the beam should be several wavelengths 
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in each dimension, its effectiveness as an amplifier Is very questionable 

even at the large beam power levels proposed.    Nevertheless, It is worth- 

while to investigate the amplification potential assuming that ways may 

be found to increase the size of the beam while maintaining its Internal 

density. 

The amplification exponent for a beam with a
STREAM » 550 iS shown 

in Fig.  29.    The sharp peaks In ki are due to the large gradients In the 

proton beam energy and pitch angle distributions which cause strong 

interactions in limited regions where the beam energy happens to match 

the local cyclotron-resonance interaction energy.    On the earthward 

side of the Interaction region, the beam strongly amplifies ULF waves 

whereas on the equatorward side It strongly absorbs.    Curiously the 

frequency at 0.4 fc
P

0 Is strongly amplified around the geomagnetic 

equatorial  reijion; evidently, the resonance energy never gets low enough 

to permit significant absorption. 

This result is more clearly demonstrated in Fig. 30 where the net 

path amplification at 0.4 fc
P

0 has a sharp oeak of 50-60 db for the stream 

at 55°.    There are other unexpected results as well.    The 55° has another 

maximum around 0.9 fc
P

0 which must be attributed to the local  interaction 

characteristics at a geomagnetic latitude around 20°.    The beam with 
STREAM. 0 0 j D 

a0 - 85     has a sharp maximum at 0.7 f^ which Is attributable to a 

narrow equatorial band Interaction where the absorption portion of the 

distribution never has an opportunity to enter the interaction.    Finally, 

the beam at 25° is simply IOO weakly interacting in the equatorial  region 
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Fig. 29 AmplifkaJon exponent for ULF waves propagating through a 
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to provide much net exchange of energy.    The reader is referred to the 

section en the electron beam anpllfication of VLF waves for more details 

about the general physics of the interaction. 

If proton beams of sufficient energy can be generated from rocket 

or satellite platforms, they may prove to be useful generators of ULF 

noise.    From the cursory results displayed in Figs. 29 and 30, it seems 

clear chat certain noise frequencies will  be sf-ongly amplified depending 

on the source location and injection pitch angle.    Unlike the electron 

beam-VLF noise Interaction which provided little net amplification, 

the proton beam ULF noise Interaction yields a net amplification that 

may produce a recognizable signature.    Much more research is needed to 

verify these results. 



CONCLUSIONS 

The foregoing methods for enhancement of the cyclotron-resonance 

interaction to amplify VLF and ULF waves In the magnetosphere were chosen 

for analysis because they showed potential for stimulation of amplification. 

Generally the models for the interaction are based on current state-of-the- 

art knowledge about injection methods and charged particle guns. Conditions 

in the magnetosphere were arbitrarily chosen to represent either a disturbed 

or a quiescent state with an arbitrary ambient plasma density. The parameters 

are not necessarily the most likely conditions that will be encountered, 

but they are typical and provide a uniform basis for comparison of the 

different methods for stimulation of the cyclotron resonance Instability. 

A much more thorough investigation of those methcds that show promise is 

advisable in order to assess the variety of results that can be anticipated 

for a wide range of conditions. 

Perhaps the most immediate question concerns the validity of 

the linear theory in these applications. It clearly is a useful start- 

ing point for these investigations because a wide variety of injection 

methods may be studied parametrically for a relatively small expend- 

iture of computer time. However, most of the useful results do 

penetrate the bounds of linear validity in some way. There are at 

least three levels of nonlinear sophistication that may be applied. 

First, the Taylor series expansion used to derive equations (4) and 

(5) requires |k. | « kr which Is frequently violated in the foregoing 

applications. An asymptotic solution for Ik^l » kr is readily derived 

and numerical solutions of (1) are possible when |l^| » kr. Numerical 

solutions for the acoustic mode (Liemohn and Scarf, 1961) suggest that 

- 
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the qualitative behavior for |k. | - kr is descnbpd by the linear 

expressions above, but the quantitative results are open to question. 

Second, the linear theory is based on the assumptior. that the 

phase space distribution FH0T is not perturbed significantly by the 

electromagnetic fields. The extent of this distortion depends on the 

magnitude of the fields nnd the repetitive interaction rate. These 

effects are difficult to estimate quantitatively, because the field 

amplitudes are net well known and the repetition depends on the size of 

the injection and the local resonance energy. The quasi-linear theory 

describes the equilibrium distortion of FH0T rather well for the natural 

conditions in the magnetosphere, but it is inappropriate for these 

transient applications. The conclusion is that a full-blown nonlinear 

solution is needed to properly assess the linear results. Hopefully, 

existing nonlinear theory (Roux and Solomon, 1971; Bud'ko et al., 1972; 

Istomin and Karpman, 1972 a, b; and Brinca, 1972) can be adapted to 

these applications. 

Pased on the linear analysis, a few cases show considerable 

promise for stimulation of significant amplification; one or two may 

be appropriate for further study if a breakthrough in injection methods 

can be achieved, and some cases simply did not have the desired proper- 

ties.  For example, at VLF the barium shaped-charge injection gave 

a moderate mount of amplification only after 30 minutes had passed and 

its effectiveness was further limited by the experimentally observed 

striations that separated the jet of particles. Consequently, it appears 
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to be a relatively weak candidate using the current technology that was 

modeled in the case presented above.    However, the advent of a larger 

payload at higher injection velocities which may produce a denser cloud, 

does offer real  promise of strong amplification. 

The geosynchronous lithium injection Is currently the most promising 

method for stimulating either VLF or ULF radio noise.    The conditions 

modeled some 10-minutes after injection are unrealistic at the present 

time due to the lerge payload required to achieve the plasma density; 

however, the conditions modeled at EO minutes after injection appear 

to be readily achievable with current technology and a modest payload. 

These cases do require a nonlinear Investigation, however, because 

ki s k
r 

when amplification is appreciable (above 20-30 db). 

The electron and proton beams have attractive characteristics 

for communication applications.    But they do not appear to be feasible 

due to beam-current limitations.    At VLF the electron beam has the 

property that It produces as much absorption as amplification so net 

wave   growth     Is negligible.   At ULF the net amplification appears to 

be much stronger, but for significant amplification a major breakthrough 

is required for the proton gun.    Thus neither type of beam looks promising. 

Furthermore, no other parameter regimes look hopeful. 

The low-energy cesium beam shows considerable potential both for 

stimulation of amplification and as a flux tube for earthward propagation. 

This somewhat radical concept should not be difficult to test because the 

technology is well established in laboratory plasma systems.    The beam 

of electrons that is assumed to follow the cesium Is of course somewhat 
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uncertain, but ambipolar diffusion in the plasma media is well  recognized. 

An interesting sidelight is that the amplification exponent in Fig. 19 

satisfies the requirements for application of the linear theory.    The 

only remaining question is whether the helical  beam expands into a larger 

plasma column as assumed in the analysis. 

The lithium injection at L = 3.5 that is proposed to stimulate 

ULF waves fails miserably but it has important consequences for under- 

standing the natural  interaction at the plasmapause.    Ignoring the injection 

for the moment, the important quantity is the index of refraction just 

inside and outside the plasmapause.    Inside the index is at least an 

order of magnitude greater than outside because the plasma density is 

correspondingly lower in the plasmatrough.    Thus the resonance speed for 

the cyclotron resonanc. interaction (equation (7) is an order of magnitude 

larger outside than inside the plasmapause, and the resonance energy is 

two orders of magnitude greater.    Consequently, there is no appreciable 

amplificatio-, in the plasmatrough immediately outside the plasmapause and 

the proton ring current is relatively unaffected until  it diffuses 

radially inward across this discontinuity (Cornwall et al.,    971). Returning 

to the lithium injection, it is now clear that huge densities of lithium are 

necessary to induce significant cyclotron resonance interactions below 

the local lithium gyro frequency just outside the plasmapause.    The best 

place to inject lithium ion clouds for stimulation of amplification is 

at geosynchronous altitudes where only modest amounts of lithium are 

required and the proton ring current is still adequate. 

Future studies must investigate the nonlinear aspects of the 

cyclotron resonance interaction for those cases that show promise of 

stimulating significant amplification.    At VLF, improvements in the 
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shaped-charge barium jet must be Investigated theoretically for its 

nonlinear limitations, and the low-energy cesium beam results should be 

independently corroborated. At ULF the only case that appears realisti- 

cally feasible is geosynchronous iniection of a lithium cloud. While 

these cases may not fulfill the irmediate objective for communications, 

they do represent demonstrable ways to test the cyclotron-resonance 

interaction quantitatively. When this has been verified more exotic 

means of transmitting information can be explored. 
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Cyclotron Resonance Amplification of ULF and VLF Whistler-Mode Waves in the 
MagnotoKphere. 

Mathematical Models 

Net Amplitude Exponent (dimensionlcss) 

XNIXY - n.        = ck./w imag i' 

For other models, see text. 



uycioiran Kesonance /«piiiication ot uu- and vu- »mis tier-Mode haves in tne 
Magnetosphere. 

MFUI VALUES 

Card No.    Coliwns      Format     Symbol 

1-2 12 MÜNIH 

3-4 i: NIMY 

5-6 12 NYR 

1-80 8011 -- 

1-10 F10.1 TH) 

11-20 F10.0 XNO 

21-25 15 mrPEQ 

26-30 

11-15 

F5,0 

15 

YS 

31-35 F5.0 YE 

36-40 F5.0 DRIY 

41-45 15 NALPHA 

46-50 15 NX 

51-55 15 NBETAP 

56-50 FS.O PORE 

1-5 15 NINHQ 

6-10 15 NIMQ 

NIMB 

Definition 

?4rnth, i.e., February enter 02. 

Day of month. 

Year, i.e., 1972 enter 72 

Identification title for the data set 
immediately following. 

Surface latitude (deg). 

Equatorial density Cc»"1). 

Indicator for cold plasma density 
model. See text for list of 
available models. 

Lower band limit of range of propagation 
frequency/equatorial cyclotron frequency. 

Upper band limit (as above). 

Step size (as above). 

Number of integration steps over pitch 
angle range. 

Nunber of integration steps over 
latitude range. 

Number of integration steps over per- 
pendicular velocity range. 

Indicator PORE - 1 for electrwi plasma 
particles. PORE « 1836 for ion plasma 
particles. 

Nimber of cards to be read for the 
quiescent pitch angle and distribution 
values. 

Number of cards to be read for the 
quiescent normal energy and distribution 
values. 

Nunber of cards to be read for the 
streaaing normal energy and distribu- 
tion values. 



Magnetosphere. 

Fnput Values, cont. 

Carü No.    Columns     Format     Symbol 

I i()-20 15 NIJ^IS 

5 

5 

1-10       F10.3     ALPHAQ 
(1) 

11-25        F15.3 HQ 
(1) 

Definition 

Nunfcer of cards to be read for the 
streaming normal energy and distribution 
values. 

First value of quiescent pitch angle 
array (deg). 

First value of distribution array 
(relative). 

1 *  MMIQ 1-10 

I ♦ NIIMl^ 11-25 

f. ♦ NIIMIQ 1-10 

5 ♦ NIUMHQ 11-25 

F10.3   ALPHAQ NUMHQ value of quiescent pitch angle 

F15.3   HQffjuni^ NIM1Q value of quiescent distribution 
v; array. 

F10.3     B10Q 

ri5.3        XNQ 

(1) 

(1) 

First value of quiescent normal energy 
array (LOG10 (keV). 

First value of distribution arrav 
(LOG10 (cm"3). 

4 * NUWQ      MO 

♦ KUMNQ 

4 ♦ NUMHQ    11-25 

* Numq 

F10.3 ^CQfNm^Qi  NUMNQ value of quiescent normal energy 
^   array. 

F15.3  ^fNUMNo)  N'^NQ value of quiescent distribution 
^  array. 

If values for streaming arrays are to be read, they are punched in the same 
manner as given for the quiescent arrays and follow immediately behind. Values 
for pitch angle and normalized energy must be in ascending order. 

To run more than one set of data, repeat instructions starting at Card #2. 
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SAMPLb" OUTPUT 

1 = 1. J      N = 1, ^ 
iU<FACL   LATITUDi    (THu)   =        bj. Ju 

C.UUA[URIAL    JLI^UITY    (XNü)   =      iid,j\i 
^JPAGATIDN   FRtQ./cQUATORIAL 
3A,gü   LIMITS      (YS)    = ,1JJ 

tt-tCTKÜN   TiJ>T 
PLASMA   PARUCLt    (POkt)   = 1 
ÜtNSiTY   MOJLL   (NTYPLQ)   = 2 
CYCLOIKÜN   FKtQ.    ',OtLY)   =   .100 

<YL)    = .900 

PITCH   ANGL 
(«LPHaQ) 

lu.u u U 
12.Cvt 
If» ü J<. 
lo . Li u u 
13 . ij J 0 

22.bOC 

do.ü JO 
2 S . 0 J g 
i J .   U  J t 
3<ft ü JU 

0 4 • L J 0 

3o« Ow0 
3d.uü ü 
HU« Glib 

-» H • u J 0 

-f6. üC ü 
•♦ Ö . Ü L' b 

^J.CJü 
b2« ük b 
»•♦# I Ub 
9&* OuO 
r-d.Cub 
bO» w w b 
(»2. 0 L u 
i3>«. Uu U 

oo. CwO 

Ot). wOO 

/■(j . J J u 

/<*. üOu 

-' d. o 'j Ü 

o b. u 0 C 
u 2 • C ü ü 
b^.b L u 
DO. o o C 

' J . j . L 

IW* b JL 

jUItTSGLNT   üiSTRIBUTiUNS 

DISTRIBUTION NÜKM.   LNtRGY 
(HQ) (LOii(c/MCQ) ) 

^ » U J  ' -3.0 Jo 
• ÜOJ -H.Sbü 
• 13u -4.000 
.21t -3.5il0 
.2&C -3.uub 
.31. -^.bdb 
.3^0 -2.0 JO 
.39J .-libüO 
.«♦30 -l.OUb 
. H/1 J -.&0b 
,5JC J . u ü I 
.•730 • SOb 
• v3^ 1. ÜOU 
.5öa 1* bub 
.bin 2. J iv 
.bni 
.bo9 
. b9^ 
.719 
• 7*3 
. 7ot 
. 7od 
.809 
• SZi 
. dtb 
. Bob 
.(S43 ' 
. 699 
.^i-* 
.927 
.94. 
.951 
.961 

_. 

.97;, 

.97ö 

.93^ 

. 99d 

.9 JA 

.99b 

.9 39 
i.OJÜ 

ÜiSTRIBUTION 
(LÜ&(ONQ/(OE./KCQ))) 

^♦.750 
<»«00ü 
3.250 
2.500 
1.750 
l.COü 
.250 

-.50J 
-1.250 
-2.000 
-3.000 
-5.000 

-10.000 
-tu.000 

-2Cu.ßdO 
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ELECTRON BEAM 

55     E0 = 10 keV 

INTEGRATION  STtPS PiTCH   ANGLE   (NALPHA)   =        20 
LATITUOL   (NX)   «        HQ 

PcKPtNDICULAR   VtLOCITY   (NBtTAP)   =        50 

STREAMING   JISTRI8UTII0NS 

PiTCH   ANGLc ÜISTKI8UTXJN 
(ALPHAS) (HQ) 

5ü.OuO O.OOti 
91.Ü9Q • 200 
52.0ÜÜ • 600 
53.UÜ0 1.2ÜÜ 
ö^.ÜOu 2.OU0 
SS.OdO 2.530 
56.OUO 2.000 
S/.OJO It 200 
58.aüJ • 600 
59.009 • 200 
6ü. Oilw u.Oüo 

NORM. c-N£.RGY 
(LOG(E/HCS)) 

-2.000 
-1.90C 
-1.ÖÖÜ 
-1.700 
-1.600 
-1.900 
-1.400 

DISTRIBUTION 
(LOG(ONS/<Ofc/MCS))) 

-40.OUO 
-ö.00fl_ 
-2.ÜUÖ 
0.30b 

-2.000 
-§»floo 

-40.000 
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tOPAG,   F-?tJ./tUTRL.   CYCLOTKCN  Ff?tQ.       (LOCAL)   -     .3000 

.OCftL   3/-QrkL   B Ru FRAGT IV.. LÜCAL AMPLITUDE   EXPONENT SINE 
1NÜ£X»*2 STREAMING QUIESCENT NEL (LATITUDt.) 
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i.ti89£fa] 3.5(tb3Lt02 b. -6.31^7E-05 -i.ö2«»lE-03 .2382 
l.3.£.2.<tt*Ui  

3.179iE*Ü2 
iU. :, -fi.t.l&Sie!lfi.§. -l.lib22E-ö3 • 2598 

i.^iSie^ad -5.6b4bE-05 -l.b^9E-03 • 2815 
1.9Ü81cfJJ 2.995Ct+Uti n» -?i>2.7IIrq5 -i.k/^et-os _j3 031 
1.O129£«-JJ 2.dl27t+ü2 ü. -it.gbbZt-OS -l.übO&E-03 .32^8 
1.7U3£f Jj 2.b33bt+d£ 0. -4.3Ö21E-Q5 -i.00ö3t-03 • 9^64 
l.d35<*t>jJ 2.*»ö87£+a2 0 • -3.9196E-05 -9.857i»E-0^ • 3681 
1.9777gHJ 2t2639£+ü2 

C.12<»9£+02 J. 
T3. 43i7E-0_5_ -9.M»95t-0«» • 3897 

2.1<*iit£tJJ -2.9170E-Ö5 -8.7927E-0'» • 411% 
2.33Ü5Efrj 1.9b73£+Ü2 0. -2.&3bOE-Ü5 -öd»259t-0it «433a 
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0.  
ü . 
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^7M4iiJJ 7.öi'+Pt*-y4 

7.ült2c*Üi -1.15Ö8E-07 
-i?.92S»5£-Ü5 • 6495 
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 o. ._ 
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RL   4 

UYCLUTXUW FREQ.  (LüCAL) = 1»UÜ0 

RLFKACTAVC 
IM0LX»*2 
(XN2) 

■♦. idd1* c*d2 

4.l/y2L+u2 

-n 13O-^+U2 

W. 072wli + ü2 

3. 9Öyj t+C(- 
3. a7*'3t+JCT 

3, Z^i/c* J2 

3. bil3L+ ^2 

3. HP-iy t+ d2 

3. 293wt+Üc 
o« 1 > x ^ t+ u 2 
L. 9bJbt.+ j£: 
2. 7ö^2i:+u2 

2. oli)/ ^+Jd 

2 • •+!? jot* J2 

I« ^Oö3L>4J2 

2.127/L+ü2 

l.tt27^L+ü2 
l.bö73E+u2 

l.bb'+J L*ü2 

l.'t279E+o2 

1. 0wtJät>w2 
1. lyböü+'<2 
l«_09iat*u2 
9.93'+bc:*üi 
9. Jl73t: + ul 
t. lb3bL.*»)l 
«' . 37iö&+ül 
b . u 3 i 3 £+ ü i, 
>. 9b42t+i.l 
I , 3H-»3 t.+ Ji 
w. 7 7ai/t+üi 
^. 2b3öc.+Jl 

3.7 9 J9L+dx 

3.3OO2C^üX 

o. 022dc+ux 
t.7113w+ax 

2. 'Oolt+üi 
2.2o/y t+ui 

2. loadw+'jx 

STI^LAM 

(XJ 

34dd 

Idlü 
223b 

33J2 

333H 

9^87 

u 3i»(i 
tbo7 

UCAL 
XNb 

S) 
c-37 

c-3o 
t-2» 
i.-i7 
£:-L9 

t.~»jfa 

C-w*» 
c. -c 3 
c-u3 
c-t 3 
c-tb 
c-16 

AMPLITUDL 
QUicSCE 

(XJQ 
3 • Ox j(/ L 

b.2Hoy£ 
-»• 2o2bc 
2« oöobt 
1.21Ü7L 

-2.3732t 
-i.b3b6t 
-2.Ü'*72L 
-3.92H6t 
-t.73il£ 
-b.Ibolt 
-b.b^btL 
-b.ttdoüc 

-b.7719L 
-b.2737E 

-+.t21öE 
-3.d'a7L 
-3.3miE 
-2tödJ0L 
-2.mi7E 
-2.ü2b3L 
-l.b295t 
-1.3Ü95E 
-l.üüobE 
-7.339'»t 
-b.Üb93t 
-3,2ö3bE 
-i.8b39t 
-8.7571t 
--2.oä52E 
-3.1797E 
-t.tbtgE 
-l.lb/2E 

J. 
J» 
ü. 
j • 

«j* 

J. 

EXPONENT 
NT NET 
) (XNIXY) 
-15 '♦.l*t^ltL-JJ<t 
-05 3.887bE-li 
-Ü5 3,1915E-.0^ 
-15 2.16i6t-0<* 
-15 9.H523E-05 
-üb b.l977t-Üb 
-0 5 ^»329eE-03 
-05 3.H'931E-ir2 
-0» -i.73<t9t-ü2 
-05 -1.97blE-u2 
-05 -b.SaSöE-O'f 
-05 -b.übggfc-C* 
-Ob -b.89u8t-.UH. 
-Ob -7.b811E-0H 
-05 -/.8571t-üH 
-05 -7.791ÖE-0H 
-Ob -/.89b4E-Ü'* 
-Ob -7.7892t-0'f 
05 -7««» 393^-0^ 

-05 -i.ü>fe7E-0H 
-05 -b.eiHOt-OH 
-05 -b.SbObt-O't 
-05 -b.9632£-0_H_ 
-05 -5.3915£-a<* 
-05 -»♦.89bCE-i)'* 
-05 -'♦.275ÖE-ÜH 
-Ob -3.57^£-ü't 
-Ob -2.8287C-0V 
-C6 -2.1298E-0- 
-Ob -LHObSt-O*» 
-07 -7.ttH87E-05 
-07 - .873311-05 
-08 -u.6993t-06 
-09 -7.ü4i4t-ö'7 
10  -2.oab5E-ü8 

t. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
Ut 
0. 

SINE 
(LATIJUOE) 

IX > 
«QOQü 
»0217 
.jJLV13 
• 0650 
• Odbo 
.1083 
• 1299 
• 1516 
.1732 
.19^9 
.2165 
• 2382 
.2596 
.2615 
.3031 
.32H8 
_.3<»bH 
• 3681 
• 3697 
• Hii'* 
.4330 
.^5H7 
^763 
.4980 

.5413 

.5629 

.5846 
• 6062 
.6279 

_.o495 
.6712 
.6928 
.7145 
.73bl 
.7 578 
.7794 
.8011 
.6 227 
• 64*4 
.6660 



100. 

P^OPA>J.    F-<iJ,/c.QT^L.    CYCLU,ri<c.W   FRLQ.       (LOCAL)    =".5300 

(B) 
I. J j g ü t •■ J J 

l.uuZlc*- 1 J 

1. Ji'Sst*-J J 
i. yig^t* JJ 

1. Ji«*3t*- J * 

i.lUöbt*-J 
l.l434c>J J 

i.2i3t»L*-JJ 
1.2389t+ JJ 
1.3a2HL> JJ 
l.'+261t +JJ 
l.älBlt*JJ 
1.0O29£*-JJ 

1.7ll3t*-3J 
1. j3&Ht ♦■ J i 
l,3^77t*JJ 
2.iitl*.t ► J ^ 
2»3 30»C.*Jü 
2.5H9OC.*JJ 

2. Ju^tL*'jj 
J. lü&üt + J) 
3. '♦6ö-+t.«-J J 
3.Ö?ö3L+ iJ 
»♦. 3öl2^fj j 
•♦. J i 8 31 + J j 

-■.7yCüL<- J J 
9.24Ü >L+ j J 
i. inJ'ac +JI 
1. 3t>63t ♦• Ji 
l.oüt>3£f Jl 
2tl377E*Ji 
2.77ö9cf 31 
3.7ie(jc<-Ji 
j.lfaülc*Ji 
7.H921Efji 
i. i^3oE:<- J^ 

XLFKACTiVc 

( X N .f) 
t*(il(.2j,2t.t|ji: 

0c5dc4-02 
9bjj C+L^ 

7ö51£+g2 
bo22t:+J^ 
v2Jct+w2 
3b-+ti c+J2 

1977t+ac 
C2'*2c.+ u2 

to9('t.+ L2 

522bt+C1^ 
lt>b3L+ac; 
99oDt*u2 
3^-*Üc+02 
b992L+ü2 

312?L+Je; 
1997t+L2 
u9+l£:+C£ 
9 3 92t+Ci 
utoT Et.Oi 
2üÜCL+ül 
H 17 r t+ ü i 
fc9-t/,L+ji 

u^d^t+ui 
(♦l'jtt+Üi 

3'*3->£+üi 

H504t+oi 

7Hlat.+Ji 
't^oGL+iJi 

19i47L.+ ji 

yodoL+d 
83bic+ai 
7 PO** L+oi 

STRc 
t 

ü . 

ü . 
0. 
Ci • 
'.l • 
* »u 7 
3.9:? 
3.<t8 

■2.1J 
•l.bl 
-2.H2 
G. 

U. 

0. 
G . 

u. 
Q . 
j . 

ü. 
0. 

0. 
■• . 

0 « 
ü . 
ü . 

L « 
Ü ♦ 

u   • 

J  • 

u • 

LOCAL   AMPLlTUOt   EXP 
AMiNG QUlLSCtNT 
XJ3) (XJO) 

 iMAhZSiJL'JiJt-. 
2.77Ü6E-Ü** 
2.ö531t-C'* 
2.2ü3i>E-04 
1.7i»3üt-0^ 
1.33>9E-0<t 
9J_38+HL-05 

ibcl-lH        Ö.7Ö23E-05 
xic-0 5      .lx>623E-.0 5 
-♦b(.-L3     -9. Q't70E-tib 
/'JC-US     -2.9715E-05 
i9t-f3     -'♦.i>99Ct-05 
iAt-lI     ■"♦«7192E-05 

-5.2-r»2t-Ü5 
-».5ü6>E-liiJ 
-lJ.Hbl>3E-05 
-5.uöd6E-05 
-H.7o47t-05 
-H.2Ö4üt-05 
-3.b/71£-05 
-3.1397t-05 
-2.7l^5E-05 
-2.2*t7LE-05 
-1.Ö127E-05 
-1.4970E-C5 
-l.l7j6t-05 
-6.7öJ^t-06 
-o.2üÜ9t-Gb 
-H.löälE-Ob 
-2.^770E-06 
-1.2b9bE-C6 
-».lo33t-07 
-1.21ä7E-Ö7 
-1.2öobt-0d 
-'♦.7907E-10 
-2.7229t-12 

Ü. 

J. 
J. 
Ü. 
J. 

ONLNT SINE 
NET (LATITUDE) 

(XNIXY) (X) 
1.396aL»Ü3 .   jüLötfO 
1.3b9tt-ü3 .4.217 
l.<L7?öt-03. .0^3.3 
I.12b0i.-ü3 .Ub50 
9.1bt8c-0't .ü86b 
7.28o9L-Ö^ .108^ 
b.3'*38E-0^ ..129,9 
3.<»619t-0'» .isib 

.MM7L-Qä .1732 
2.3<f29t-ü2 .i^g 

-l.&'tllL-Ü2 • 21b5 
-1.29i9t-0 2 .2382 
-3.97mjL-0'» .2598 
-'♦.73l2t-li^ .2 815 
-b,k5Hi*L-0i* .3031 
-&«9i8b£-0«» .32<id 
-b.Ü*t9öt-(iH ,3*0'* 
-b.2Hlbt-0H .3b81 
-b.20b7t-(»'* ._.     .3697 
-».gin^t-üif .HllH 
-6,b281t-g*t i<»33(J 
-5. <♦<♦►> ut-Ü% .<t5'»7 
-i».tibb2u-ü«t •>7b3 
-'♦.ol3Üt-U*t .498Ü 
-4.3219t-0^ .»196 
-3.ö5«»7t-li<* .5'tis 
-3.317bE-ü^ ,5b29 
-2.7u&7t-L^ »bbko 
-2.12b6t-üH .b0b2 
•Ui*7lt$L~Qk .6279 
-8.9*t&2L-a5 .b<»95 
-tf.S^St-OS .6712 
-1.2'*30fai> .6923 
-l.bl0bE-06 .71«*5 
-7.>795£-08 • 73bl 
-&.40»üt-l0 .75/8 

Oj .7794 
Ü. .8011 
o» .8227 
t. .84«» <♦ 
1. .8b60 



101, 

P^tÜ^b.    F iz*»/i iUT-^L«    CYCLoTr<U M   F«tü,       (LÜCAL)=     .60(10 
.   —.-    — 

■   -   

.ÜUAL    J/iQrKL J     KtFRAGTlVt LJCAL AMPLlTUDt   LXPUNtNT "SINE 
lN0tX»»2 STKcAMiMb QUiLi.Ct.NT NLT (UATITUÜE) 

(3) (XN2) (XJS) (XJQ) (XNIXY) (X) 
i. o j ii: t ► J J U. idö^c + d.-i ü • 9.ob93£-0«* 3.1b97£.-03 .0000 
i. UOCIL »• J J t. 16/9u+J<i u. 9.H3l7t-04 3.11i3L-J3 .0217 
l.bJÖ3C*uJ t« l'j7> »+u<j J1 d.büiüE-O^ 2.95ü<«^-03 • 0433 
i.J iS^L * Ja ■». W1'J1M.+ U2 w  • /^üö^L-Ot 2.7165L-Ü3 .0650 
i«i.0't3fc*jj 3. ü 3 j 3 c+ u ^ J * O.H759C-ü^ 2.3066^-03 • 0 866 
i. o L^ i L ♦• J j 3. /'Z Jdc+'Jc ü • -t.9607E-C4 1.8«t73t-03 • 1083 
i. ij/ ü/t* j J 3. »•♦o/^t j^ i.1 • 3,bo71t-0'» l.S)lbüt-03 • 1299 
i. ii Ö^L +J 1 5. 3ayit>U^ ü . 2.dü9lE-l't i.i7l2t-Ü3 .1510 
1.1^3^tf J 3. l5'*5z.+ J^ '-   3 i.82i?t-ü** o.lb39L-ü*t • 1732 
if l^'jTt*-  JJ ^ . 9 s J -i L+ u c' /'.b972L-C9 i.uä3öt-ü<t ^.Üböic-Ü^ • 1949 
I # ^ >3tJL*'Jj 2. /'♦/'ot.+ ct: J.16JÖC-O3 '♦.91J2C-05 1.16b0L-G2 • 21b5 
i.<?>69c-«-J.i 2. t/t^c+ui: 3.2323c-c3 l.&Htj9h-C6 I.b2^7t-Ü2 .2382 
1 . 3 li C <+1 ♦  ; ,' c: • 3i>33 ü.+ üd -•''•ö73i>t.-w3 -2.>+»*ö3t-Ct5 -I.ittb6t-ö2 .2598 
i. -f t:^ i L * J j t. 1/ j/1 _+t2 "l.&öiJ2f"wö -•♦.bd9>fc.-05 -3.2739L-0V .2815 
i . 1  i Ö i C ♦ J J 1. 99-jüt.+ ü<i V • -t.tuält-CS -3.27b3c.-0«* .3031 
1 . -J . £ 'J L ♦ J .. 1. Ö3.j3i+u<i U. -».üS^lt-üS -4.1291^-04 .3248 
i . T 1 i 3 L ♦■ j  1 lio7ö9t*g2 o . -3.tbd5£-Cti -*♦. bu«t2£-u't .3464 
i. >o^fL *■: J i. :J'ji/iLr.}d i* • -y.ütö'»t-ü5> -b.o93üL-0<* • 3681 l.9/7?cfjj 1 . 39 7o- +j<i ii • -«♦.tsält-uS -b.i2b9t.-Ct'* .3 8-^7 
^.l^l-rt. ♦• ^ J 1.^733^+jt u • -'♦.c756L-Ü5 -i>.12&Ht-Ö'i» .4114 
<£.3Ju>(.«-j) 1 . I9d3c+ü^ L . - 3.H3U*t£-C5 -<♦. bb7bc.-0<* • 4330 
2.p'T9at<-JJ 1.Cy22Lto2 w • -2.9t3&t-t)i> -4.b747c-Ü** • 4547 
c'.t  -&HC + J J 9. ^'♦-»Zci+ui c. -2.'t2^»t-Ü3 -t. 3»u9c-C** • 4763 
3.1tbüL fJ J bt 0<*^k t+ul 0 • -2.u2it2t-0S -«♦.ISlbt-O»* • 4980 
3.-tt»ött.f J j 

3.i/'b3c«- J. 
7. 81btc.+ üi 
f« Lbott+üi 

-l.o53üt-0!? 
-1.3ü»5£-05 

-3.b3&9t:-uH 
-3.<*695t-u*t 

• 5196 
• 5413 

t. 3olc:£. +j J. 3. 3i»93t+wi t • -9.9653E-06 -3.0*»99i:-Ji» • 5629 •+. 9 ^ b i t. ♦• J j L».72jjc+Ji o • -7.1ij»2£-Ü6 -2.b373t.-G4 • 5846 
j. /'30t>c. ♦■ j j 5. lJ»b9Ef WA L • -t.Ö3o3t-Üb -.2.pö>7t-0> • 6062 
ü. o'+59t ♦ J - V 11 J3nl.4-ul u • -3.1^P9E-ü6 -l.b3ülf t*» • 6279 

h, 113^U+J1 J • -i.7ü2öt;-ü6 -9.6233t:-05 • 6495 
^tikilZlU-Ki  . 3» b77ed.*bl a • -7.pi^7t-Ü7 -5.r9H2L-üV .6712 
i . 1 i L i t <■ ; l S.^/'J.. c+-ji Ü t -2.i2J»it-ü7 -1.7763c-u5 • 6928 
1. i^b3c.<- -1 C.Mi^OL+Oi . • -2,b37bt-08 -2.9211L-Ö6 • 7145 
1.3Sy3t-»-jl Z.^97^ L+üi Ü. -l.^Ul8E-09 -1.6Ül**t.-07 • 7361 
^.137/t.«-Jl a.sn^u+ti U . -i.36Jlt-ll -2.J>Ö29t-09 • 7578 

t« ub29c+ui u • ü. t. • 7794 
5 . ' J. ö - i: •»•  r i 1. or> J-TC* wi t.  « 3. i.. .8011 
-». 1 fc J 11 ♦ . i 

7« -»y^it♦ ji 
1. Oi" 3ji.*k- >.   * J. u • .8227 
i. •J'+d^L+Oi . • J. L. ...6444 

l.l.lOL* .: X« "•wi,vI_+,
Mi t • u».           t.' .86b0 



102. 

P<OPA&.   F<.J./cuTKL.    CYCLÜlKÜU   FKtQ.       (LOCAL) '=     .7üOC 

UÜLAL   O/i'QfKL   9     <CFMCT1VL. 

It. /Ö23L+J^ 

*.7536t.*Ü^ 
'♦.bbJ7t.+ 0^ 
t.6l2yc+üc 

<♦. O^it+ü^ 

3.b7yafe+02 
3,3127C*J^ 
3.CäJlE+U^ 
2. 79o3L+U^ 

2.32a'+E*ü2 
2,1173L*u2 
1.922i>t*ü2 
l.7»»33t+ü2 
1.579ie*Ö2 
i.H29it* J^: 

1. 292'-i+U^ 
l.l&79t*lj2 
1« U5-»Sc*J2 

3. i>lo3c: + ul 
6.ö79&t+bx 
7.7279t+dl 

ö. 2tJJ2£+ül 
p.olJ9L+ui 
». G3J2£+01 
<t.5ti3lc*üi 
"t. Ü233Ü.+ Ü1 
3.i392/t*ul 
3. 202ü t+CIl 
2.Ü»ü2c.+ üi 
2.p3t7E+üi 
2. 23 5b L.* JJ. 

2. oiiSlt+ul 
1. 7dd7 t*-üi 

1. 'r^'+St+ul 
1.3H3DC+üi 
1. 2o3<ic.+ 0i 

(8) 
1. J J(Jv«;t J J 
i. Ju21t>jJ 
Itüoöät^JJ 
1. ü192E>JJ 

1* J3<*3t: * j j 
i.JbHicfJ: 

i.Ü7ö7_t*-JJ 
l.lwSbEtJ) 
1.1H39E + J-. 
HöbHtf J J 
1.233!JL* JJ 

1.2rJÖ9t*Jj 

1.42&i£fjj 
1.5U8itf3J 
lt6i;29t +J J 
1.7il3tfJJ 
1. i3wj^L*-J J 
1.9777L«- J. 
2. IHIHL* JJ 

2.i3aiJL<-J J 

2.P'*9ot. +J] 
2. öob'+L*- J J 

3. 1ü5üC>JJ 

3.-»»8^c.f Jj 
3t ä?63L*-J J 
H,3oi2t * J J 

■♦.9i89c:<- jj 
5. 73ü&t<-JJ 

7.79U«t^JJ 

9. 2'+Gt3t *• J J 

i.llii9t<- Ji 
1. 3'joic*- Jl 
i.aÖbiL«- Jl 
2.137/tf Ji 
2. 776l?Lt-Jl 
3. -'lödt «■ Jl 
5.XOU1L*Ji 
7.>»921tf31 
l.ll73dc<-J2 

UJÜ) 
Ü •., 
u • 
u • 
u « 
w   t 

u« 

Q. 
ü • 

i.^39^-lfl 
2 •72->üL-W3 

1 .HH17C.-L3 
-2.al79t-ü3 
-1.2o,j3t-u8 

0 . 

ü . 

J • 
j • 

C . 
>J t 

ü. 

ü • 
ü i 

L . 
u • 

U   I 

u • 
ü. 
IJ. 
ri • 

Ü . 

■'. 

J • 

LÜCAL AMPLITUOL EXPÜNLNT 

ü. 

QUItSCENT 
(XJQ) 

3.2284E-03 
3.155.3E-03 
2JI9192£-03 
2.5593E-03 
2.ia39E-03 
l«7386E-y3 
l«32§7E-i)3 
9.62ö2E-0<» 
ö.t3tiE-0<* 

2.529<iE-0<* 
1.2H32L-0<* 

- 3« bopoc-üb 
-2.9129E-ÜÖ 
-3,6136E-05 
-^.b372t-05 
-».j27lt-05 
-<♦. 02d3E-ÖS» 
-'♦.3i>30E-05 
-3.b3bÜE-45 
-3.2ü69£-05 
-2.7üt5t-05 
-2.2Ü88E-05 
-i.773tt-g5 
-l.tb96E-05 
-i.l3Jlt-ü5 
-6.2272E-Ö6 
-b.3Pl7E-06 
-Ä.bldbE-Ob 
-2,U?7^t-06 
-9.9Ö99E-07 
-3.2162E-07 
-».2fJ»E-08 
-3.2ö72t-09 
-».1H2^E-11 

a. 
ü. 

ü. 
a. 

■» 

u * 

ÜNLNT biNt 
NET (LATITUDE) 

(XNiXY) (X) 
_. b,8i2^t-ü3 .üüdo 

b.7Ü50t-ü3 .Ü217 
6.333feE«a3 ._  «B<»aa.. 
t?.7^7E-03 • 0650 
5.1339E-C3 .Ü866 
4.32a«tc.-03 .1083 
3.5295t-fl3  _iA.239 
2.7648L-03 .1516 
2*ü073t-03. a 7 32 
1.3996E-03 .1949 
9.<»77dt-0<* .2165 
I.l78bt-ü2 .2382 
t!»-81-6ZE-03  _..2598 

-1.2Ö26E-02 .2815 
-l.b613L-ö** .303! 
-2.H132E-Ü1» .32*d 
-3.28%bE-QH .3 464 
-3.99«t9t-0'» • 3601 
-<♦. Sl'tbt-Üt  tlli? 
-'♦.3848E-0<» .<*114 
-*T._13aife-Q^_  AkllO 
-V.1373E-ÜW .«♦s«»? 
-3.9o67E-0^ - JA763 
-3.6959E-0'* .4980 
-3.396&t-04 • 5196 
-3.2176t-u'» • 5413 
-?..ö8Cik!ra'*  .5 629 
-2.4377t-0^ • 58^6 
-1..92t8t.-0*t .60b2 
-l,H7diL-iiH .6279 
-9.99i/7t-05 .6495 
-!?.7 7'93E-Ui> • 6712 
-2.L770t-05 • 6928 
-'♦.bbSSt-Öb • 71*5 
-3.57oi>Er07 • 7 361 
-7.12ÜÖE-09 • 7578 

b* • 7 794 
0« .8611 
l. • 8227 
L. • 84<*>i 
C» • 8660 



103. 

PXÜP41.,    ^ <_ i./ii'J-,L.    CrCtUTKON   FKLU.       (LOCAL)    =      .^000 

_ 0 ^ A L   3 / i J T K L   b 

(H) 
1. j JL jc«- j J 
1 .  J L c' i t_ ♦■  J  J 

l,wl9^L* »J 
!■ J otoc ♦■ J ) 

1 .   J (' Ö /' C ♦• J J 
i. i .bpL <■ J J 
i. i H 3 y t *• J J 

i. J ublt ♦■ J j 

1.7ll3ct J ) 
i . i i 5 ■+ L «• J .' 
1 . ^ (' 7 ?" L ♦■ J J 

c. i'H'-JdL + J J 

J.   J^-JiL + Jj 
i . i u 13 J h. *• J J 

i. bif'eSLf JJ 

T.SÖlit♦JJ 
-». T) o ö-j c ♦ J - 

(' . / J C J C ♦■ J J 

i .  C T t   ^ L   >   J   J 

Llluiu + .i 
1.    i^t JL.    <"   J   i 
1 , O030 d ♦■ ^i 

i.7iooct-Ji 
i?. 1 o ^ 1 c ^' i 
7.-f92i£*- Jl 
i. 1333L »-.J 

R^FHACTlVu 

(^N2) 

D. 2l-f2L+ ^^ 
b. L 3l^L+L<i 
'j . 71 7 9 c+ ü 2 
7 • 3^oc»L+ ut 
t.y53Jt+ü2 
it• ^ob- c+Jt; 

i. 3b JOL+ J2 

St b 32^ t+ud 
2 »t UP9 t.+ U£ 
2. i-,9lL+G2 
I.9iybc+w2 
1. 7 L->3 c+uc 
1. ii33bL+ü2 
1.3717tfOi 
1. 227-.L+Ü«: 
i. Jy3/ii+J2 
9.rt37yt+ai 
b.01Jlt+ul 
7 » 8 8 3b t> u 1 

5. 3227L+Ji 

t^ . .5o7 t.+ wi 
4.316^U+oi 
- . L >i J 9 L+ u 1 

i. 1 JJ9L+Ux 
2 • Ö t6tTC.+ J! 

c,£.293£.+ -i. 
2. 2*i7'.i c+ui 
i . 99ov- L+LI 

1, 7 7alt.+ uj. 

1. 't2jut*Ji 
1 . 2b73c+ul 
1.lö^bt+ul 
i.13^.L+ui 

LOCAL 
STKtAMINC 

(XJb) 
0. 
u • 
v • 

Ü . 

J • 

u • 
0 • 

Ü    • 

i< • 

J. 

Ü . 

2»27-»ut-ut 
H . H 2 J t c. -1, 3 

•4 »3 J JtL-ui 
•1.32d7c-L3 

L . 
ü » 
1 . 
• • 

u • 

j • 

C • 

u. 
J * 

k. • 

J • 
J • 
Ü    < 

w • 
J • 

J • 

I • 
c • 

K, • 

w • 

«j • 

J • 

k. • 

D. 
u • 
I- • 

AMPLXTUOL tXP 
QUItSCENT 

(XJQ) 
.öÖb^E-OS 
73Ü9E-03 
2335t-03 

,3279£-03 
,i>379t-03 
1H2ü8t-ü3 
.213ÜE-Ü3 
o625t.-J3 

ii2lHL-03 
,37^7t-&3 

l3'ti7£-ü'f 
.a237t-ö^ 

13976L-0<t 
J jvobE-ÜH 
73'+Öh-üb 
7'+3ut-05 

,3226t-t5 
(2bü9t-C5 
7j.«J2t-05 

i '+oobh~05 
, J975E-05 
lt3i6E-05 

,3»37£-05 
19b34JE-05 
.bbZSt-ÜS 

l2'*'*6t.-05 
96oHE-0b 
3öolE-0b 
1O29E-06 

i 3H^lL-0b 
d777E-0b 
H'+'düt.-C7 

,U2o2E-G7 
)&93^t-09 

d 
d 
6 
7 
o 

•♦ 
3 
2 
1 
d 

2 
1 
i 

-1 
-3 
-*♦ 
--» 

-1 

-3 
-2 
-2 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-d 
-o 
-•+ 
-2 
-i 
-1 

-i 
-o 
-1 

Ü 
u 

J 

GNENT 
NET 

(XNIXY) 

l.ü5J7t»t2 
1.Ü157L-(J2 

9.<»29b£:-ü3 
6.H8'*'7E-t3 
7» 22b9c-J 3. 
b.8515E-£(3 

3.2579t-ü3 
2.27bOE-ü3 
2.0'+19E-ü3 
l.bö28EHD2 

-I.b3iit.-Ö2 
-b'.o97üt-Ü3 
-ö.&Öi2t-C)& 
-l«b?»3t.-Ü't 
-2.?lll&t-ÜH 
-3.3933c-ü^ 
-3.bbl7E-ü^ 
-3.ö2ö5E-tl'* 
-3.obt37E-0'+ 
-3. &3HHt-ü4t 
-5.296bw-C'+ 
-3. io?6t-Ü4 
-c.9137E-u»t 
-2.b9it3L-L4 
-2.2b27L-t:^ 
-1.ö93öL-IH 

-1.H592C-L'» 
-i.üb2tL-GH 
-b.*tl74E-l5 
-2.7i7üt-LD 
-7.71ö2L-0b 
-b.2jl8t.-07 
-l.tüH9E-Dti 
l. 

l« 

0« 

(LATI 
(X 
• ü 
• 0 
• 0 
• 0 
.0 
.1 

.1 
• 1 
.1 
.2 
.2 
.2 
.2 
.3 
.3 
.3 
.3 
•3 
• <* 

• H 

.<» 

.5 

.5 
• ö 

• b 
.6 
• b 
.6 
.7 
.7 
.7 
.7 
.8 
«8 
.8 
.8 

c 
TUÜL» 
) 
üüJ 

217 
<f33 
böU 
Sbb 
0ö^ 
299 
Slb 
732 
9H9 

Ibö 
382 
596 
81b 
031 
2tö 
bbk 
bdl 
697 
11*« 
330 
&«+7 
763 
980 
196 
^13 
629 
«Wo 
0b2 
279 
HdP 

712 
920 
IHö 

3bl 
578 
7 9<» 
GH 
227 
«♦•♦<♦ 
bbü 



104. 

M=l.j     N = l.i LLLüFRON   TLJJT .  

OPAu.   Fiij./tÜTkL   CITGLOTKJN   PR^U. NtT   AMPLIFICATION   (DECibELS) 
.lOi l.?366e3961<*2üc+ül 
.2wÜ 1.6&069197bbb^t+01 
.3ijU -'♦.**'»23bfl97b719t*ül 
• HOü -l.26<»77773i«»i:9t+Uü 
. 5C0 -3,60i>912<»9f26fc*00 
• OüJ -P.2b9dt.lc:it.b69t + 01 
. 7w'j -7.b9293332'*53i»t.*Cl 
.ouj -l.J<»5i*22'*&757lL+02 
.94iy                                                               -2.«»387^HbbÖb75t + 02 

^LMiMA   D^N^ITY PITCH  ANGLc PLAbMA   DENSITY PITCH ANGLE 
UülEbCüNr/JOLÜ UUI^SCLI^T   NORM. STRCAMING/COLO STRtAMING   NORM. 

3.bi>üiw-c3 l.o^idi-Li 1.3bl2L-l5 b.2957t-ai 



105. 

Cyclotron Resonance Amplification of ULF and VLF Whistler-Mode Waves in the 
Magnetospheie. 

How Diagram 



l'Jb. 

^0(«?AM   FOR   HAROLO   LiEHOHN      ACT   IkhS      TP<.1233 
P^OGRAH HOOIFIEO   2/28/72        ROBERTA   KERR 

WHISTLE«  MODE   AHPLIF1CAT10N 

NP4rt" = l 

PI = ?.1'»159263<> 
0Er,s«;7.24577i5 

PEAr   (1,2000)MONTH,NÜAV,NVR 
H TLE   CAOQ 

5 RFftP   (1,1030) 
IP(FPF,1»   5000,6 

6 CALL   SPRINT 
HRITF   (3,1030) 

INITIAL    VALUES   AND   CONTROL   PARAMETERS 

«FaD   <ltl0'»0)TH0,XN0,NTrP£a,YS,YE.OtLV,NALFMA   MX   MRCTAD  onoc 

IF(Nl)MHQ.Lt.O)    GO   TO   20 

rAfr   *l'!?10MALPHA^I».^n),ISl,NÜHHO) 
CALL   SPLlCNULPHAQ,HQ,N"JMHQfSPLCHQ) 

2 0   IFCNUHMO.LE.'JI   GO   TO   21 
RcAO    (1,1010) (SHCrjUJ^NCKD.Ixi.NUMNQ) 
CALL   SPLICN(tMCQ, XNO .(^»iNa, SPL CNQ» 

21 IF(NUMHS.LE.O)    GO   1O   22 

PA.T   'i;!;l0MALPHAi(I, •«><!).I»1»NÜMHS) 
CALL   SPLICN(ALPMAS,HS,NUMHS.SPLCMS) 

22 IF(ruMNS.Lt.O)    GO   TO   <;i 

?!.*? ii.,i!i0MtMCsa,»ÄNs<iiti«itiniiiiisi 
^3SRt;^t3aoC2^MCS,XNS•^S•SPLCNS, 

M1AX=MAX0(NUMHQINUHHS,NUMNQ,NUHNS) ÜO ?5 I«1,HMAX 

IF I LE.NUHMQ) WRiTL(3,1001) ALPHAQd) . hC (I) 
JF I.LE.NUMNQ) HRITE(3,1002» EHCQ(1),X^C(I) 
xF T.Lt.NUHHS» WRITE ( 3, li, 03) AL PHASd ) ,HS Jl) 
tnLl;^:™*"** «mu.MMi EMCSCXI.XWTII 2 5   CONTTNUd 



FIELO   LI*f   PARAHfTERS 

TH»P=TH3»^A0 
COSTM   =     COS(THOR) 
SlUTh   r     SINITHOKI 
HP1   =   S.h5C»J<.»   SQRKXNO» 

l^(^MlMNS.Li,0^    GO   TO   2h 
> Tf-lsS'HKl.-l./mO, ••£^CSCl)/PORt»l.»»»2n 
T r^r^HJ(l,-l. /((I0.*>-£NCS(NUMNS)/PORE«1.)**2>) 

MORHALl.'t    PITCH   ANi.Lt   UiST Kl SJTlONä 

2 6   i^i > t    -1 

CALL    SIHPC0..Pi/?.,NALPM4tCO» 
CQ=r <;•*,. »PI 
CQ=1./uO 
rr(MiHMS.LE.ü)   GO   TO   160 
HTtrt    a   ^ 

v-ALl   SIHP(ALPHAS«1)»KA0,ÄLPM^SINUHHS) •RAC.KACPHA.CSI 

r,s«i  /cs 
S»T   P^( f AuATUN   F«£OUENCY 

Ibü   NUMVtr 
Y-r c 

COHPüTf    CVCIUTRON   RESONANCE   AMPLIFICATION   ÄT   Y 

170   V2=v»Y 
CftLL    SPRINT 
WRTTF <J.lllö)    V 
WRITF    (JfllOj) 

♦10   CALL    SlMPX(g,,SlNTMfNX,F;» 
NUMY-NUMV«-! 
A{Nt»iY)«-2,3 3|;*0 6*V»UOSTH»»l»»FI 
XSaVF(NUMY)sy 
Ysy*nfcLY 
IF   »r-yL)i7C,l70,lo0 

EVALUtTF   MJNIMUH   RESONANCE   VE.OCITY  C<^PONEM 

IFCPOPE.GT.IQ.)   GO   TO   362 
ZÄ = YA 
GO   TP   363 

3S2   ZA=1 
J6 3   XN?=1.*WP0»»2/IWCJ2»ZA»»1,-YA)) 

XN=    7;QRT(XN2) 
YA^rVA^YA 
Cl=1    /(XN2»YA2) 
BtT*»«!.-  SQRTU«*(lc«GtMft.*i,/VAtll 
gPTft -^ETAR/tXN'd.+C4) ) 

NCRMALI7E   riOT   PLASMA   01..TRI3UTIONS 
NTYF -s5 
iF   (^,L^A^-,031)500,602,501 



lo.';. 

iJO   C4LI   SIHPCaEIAR,.J0i,NBET4P,£PSLQl) 
>02   STRT«.00i 

CO   TO   503 
591   Sm = 8FT»* 

EPSL01«0.0 
SO 3  CALL   SlHPfSTRT^.S^tNeETAPfEPSLQZ) 

EPSLNQsEPSLai^EPSLQZ 
IF(NUNHS.CT.l)   CO   TO   Wk 
EPSINS*0. 
cut, 
CO TC 505 

iO«. MTvPr«6 
CALl   SIMP(B£TAS1,9ETAS2,MBETAP,CPSLNS) 

>0 5   CÜI   SPRINT 
MRITF(S,103C) 
MRITrfjfiObO) 
MRIT   (3ti070) (XSAVE(1),A(I) tI»l,NUHV) 
MRITE 13,1121)    EPSLNQ.CQ.tPSLNS.CS 
GO  TO   S 

S10 0   STOP 
1300   fnuHM    ui'j) 
1)01   FORHÄTCFl0.3,Fli).3) 
IJ02   FOPHAT   (IH*   25X   2F15.3) 
1J03   FORHAT   (IH*   b5*   2F15.3) 
lJ0<i   FOOPiT   C1M*   45X   2F15.3) 
IJ10   FORMST   (2F10.0) 
1)20  FORH«T<lH0   IdX   •QUIESCENT   31STRIBUTIONS»   «•2X   •STRCAHlNC  OISTRIBUTI 

-IONSV/»  PITCH   ANCLE OISTklBUTlCN        NORN.   tNERCY        OISTRIBUTIO 
-N»   IIX   •PITCH   ANCLE       DISTRIBUTION        NORN.   ENERGY        DISTRIBUTION^ 
- / ?X •(ALPHAQ)^ 10X '»HQ)» 7\ •!LOG<E/NCfllJ• 2X •(LOG(DNO/(OE/HC 
-Q)))» 5X »lALPHAS)» 10X MHO)» 7X •(LOG (E/WCS)) • 2X • (LOG (ONS/(OE/ 
-NCSI»)^   / ) 

DJO   FOPHAT    (OOH 

1 ) 
UwO   FO«»»*fT   IVit«ttItt9FS«lt]|ftFf#|i 
1)50  FOOtiATtlH  2K   ♦SURFACE  tAFirUÜt   (THO)   «•   Fe.2v<»X   •PLASHA  PARTICLE   < 

-PO«>F)   --•  F5.0.   10X  ♦iNU.^UlON   STEfS^   5X   •PITCH  ANCLE   (NALPHA)   »• 
•15/   •   EQUATORIAL   OENSITT   (XNO)    ■•   F6.2'<iX   •DENSITY   NODEL   (NTYPEQ) 
•••   15,39«   •LATITUDE   (NX)   »•   i5   /   IQX   •   *?UPAGATIUN  FRE3,/EQUATORIAL 
- CYCLOTRON FREQ. (OECV) «• F5.3,21X •PERPENDICULAR VELOCITY (NBETA 
-PI   «'   15 /   10X   •BAND  UHITS»   2X   MYS)    ■•   FA.3,«iX  »(YE)   «•   Fd.3) 

116 0   FO'HfiTdHfl   •PRälP^C.   FRE&./EQTRL   CYCLOTRON   FREC.^   5X   •NET   APPLIMCA 
-TION   (DtCIBEcS)^   » 

1)70   FO-?MtTC   15X   Fe.3,   25X ElW.b     ) 
110 0   FO»H/iT(lH0   ♦   LOCAL   B/EQKL   B^   2X   •REFRACTIVE»   OX  »LOCAL   ANPLITUDE 

-iXPONEHf   HA   »SINL^/   19»   0HINDEX*»2   5X   •STREANING^   <»X   •QUIESCENT» 
- *< «NFT» 5J( •(LATITUDE)»/ OX •(B)^ OX •(XN2)»11X »(XJS>» SX »(XJQ 
-)»   /X   • (XNIXV) •   hK   »(X)»    ) 

1111  FORHAT (1H0   »PROPAG.   FREQ./EQTRL.   CYCLOTRON  FREQ.      (LOCAL)   ■»   ej.ki 
1121   FO*NAT(1HO   •   PLASHA   DENSITY»   2x   »PITCH   ANGLE^   7X  •PLASHA   DENSITY» 

- 7t »PITCM ANGLF.^ / • QÜl£SCENr/COLO» 5X »GLIESCLNT NORH.» 5X »ST 
-REINING/COLO»   5^.   »STKEAHINJ   NORH.»   //   E15.<.,3E20.«») 

2)0 0   FO*»«AT   (312) 
IN3 



109. 

SU^P^UTINE   SIMPX(A,B,N,FI) 

i^TcG,'*TIO^  OF   AMPLlTUOt  tXPONENT   ALONG   FIELO   LIKE 

IFU.G..I.E-3»   GO   TO   3 
AU^F   a   l.E-5 
GO   TO   «♦ 

3   AU"»-   =   A 
k   IF   <N)    ^,10,20 

10 FI=r 
RFU'PN 

23   rN=N 
OX   »   ie-ÄJS£>/FN 

MT   s   XNIXY(AJSE) 
ai = c. 
il=r. 
< =  tusi-ox 
AA=t'.'i»E 
HH*V/Z 
'JO   ?;    jsl.NN 
«s<*Tnx 
»flrxr »TDX 
fiI = A' »XNKVf«! 
1F{ J   c.J.MN)    v*0   TO   3C 
aispT*XNIXV(*Al 

5 0   CO'lTTNUE 
FI   r   XNXXY(B)    ♦   HI 
FI«nx»(FI*<.,»A**2.»9l)/3. 
R^TITN 



no. 

c 

c 
c 

c 

KLAL   LAHbJA 

UlHtN^iQK HUtdÜ) fHS(S0} « XNU( 5Ul t XNS( trOJ , ALHHAÜ (aO * , 
iMcHHMj( t»ü» tcMCU(t>0) >cit^(e>QI .SPLuNSCSOf , iPLGHQ <«♦, fiO» ,SPLCHO(H , b 01 , 

ÜOHNON   hUtH^,XNu»XN^,ALPHAu,ALPHAStt.HCUti:HC^tiPLCHQ«äPcCH^tiPLCNui 
1     ^PcCNäfKAOiPi, iHutAiMO^CliUSdNPUtTHORtCOSTHtSINTHyHCUyVfY^tMCO«:» 
c!   d^,XH^ »»»XNtut^tUtrA^ltdtTA^^tPuKEfNUNHUtNUHHStNUHNCdNUHNS, 
i      >irYPt.UiNrYPCfNütrAHtNPAbt:»HONTHfNOAirvNYR 

AHPLirUuc.   cXPONtNT 

tl/ALUATt   LOCAc   Fittü  LiNt   PMRAH*.TtRS 

X2 = X*X 
d=   SURT(i.^J.^Xdi/t(1,-X2)*»JI 

iF(NlYPtu.Nc.b)    bü   Tu  oüü 
cANdUAsAälNCX) 
OÜSL<*3GOS(LANBOA)**<* 

i9   Üt-G   •   ,&2i6   RAUIAN* 

KP2iWPü*WPÜ»ti<X2tXA,(;übrH,CUiL'»tNIYPEUI 
iF   (PORt-10.)lf2,2 

i   Z»Y 
tM TO d 

2   2*4 
J   XN2gl»»KP^/(WL02*Z»(d-r)) »PURt  

LlFMiUM   SHAPtü   LHARGt   iNJECFlUN ' "~~   " —— 
uASb   § 

IF(X2.Ul.U.0Q8I    GO   TO   S 
iFCY.Lf .fa/7.1   Gu   TO   <« 
ANIXYsQ. 
RtTUKN 

<♦   AN2 = XN2*'(l.Ü6Mj.XP(-(Xi:/(,lo»C0SIH»*<»l » »11 • (WP0/MC0 ) ♦•2» • <7.»POR£ 
-   )/C7.*Y»<d-7.*Y))  

oUU 

For lithium Injection only 
at/Dt 

Delete for other models 
0.5 Pe (t = 50 minutes) 

&   AN=    iQxT (XN2) 
XNTcG^AIc   lid A   P^RPtNüiuUuAR   OWtK   DISTRIBUTIONS 

otTAPMs   bURI <l.-Y2/a2*Y2/(ti2*tl.*a2/(XN2*Y2))n 
HTYPt=J 
IFCPORt.üT.lö*)    GO   TO   fl 

UAuC   SIliP(0. tttbTAPM,NdcTAPyXJti   ) 
GO   TO   9 

a   GALL   SiMPCU.«.OitKdcfAPfXJUl) 
CALC   ii^PI.Ult8(.(^PHfiMdiTAP»XJQ2) 
XJa=XJwl*XJu2 

9    IF( ^uNu.i.or. UJ GO   TO   t'O 



m 

dO    f Ü    O U 

del AP2 = oulAHiticl AS^fdf r »XN2l' 
iF(dtrMPl.cu.-l. .üt<. dcFAPü.tQ.-l.J   GQ TO   10 

OALL   iiMP(duTAPi,ücTAP2,NbcIAP,XJS) 

MNIA ys^Nlxr 
«•<:rc(j,iüjü» biAN2,xjj,xja,ZNixY,x 

lüuu   FUf<.lMr(tli.^,tlb.«*»3cl3.«»tF10,<»J 

LNJ 



112. 

SIJ'IROÜTINE   SI HP (A ,8»NiFI) 

C      INTEGRATION  OVEK   3ETA   PERPENDICULAR  FOR   AMPLITUDE  EXPONENT 
C 

IF(A.GE.l,E-n   GO   TO   3 
AUSE   =   l.E-5 
GO   TO   <♦ 

3   AUSF   =   A 
«♦   IF   (N)    10,10,20 

10 Fi=r 
RETUPN 

20   IF   (ABS(A)   ♦   ABS(O))    30tlO,3G 
3 0   FN=N 

DX   =   (B-AUSE)/FN 
T0X=2.»0X 
FI   =   GRANF{AUSE)+GRANF(3) 
AI=C. 
BI = 0. 
X   =   AUSE-DX 
NN=N/2 
DO  l»1   J = 1,NN 
X=X+TOX 

i»0   AI = f r+GRANF(X5 
X   =   AUSE 
NM=NN-1 
OO   5"   J=1,NM 
X=X+TDX 

50   BI=PI+GRANF(X» 
FI = DX»(FI*<t,»Alf2,»Bl)/3. 
RETURN 
ENO 



L' 

113. 

FJNrTION  GRANF(Ä) 
OIMFNSION HQ(50>,HS(50),XNQ(50 I,XNS(50),ALPHAQ( 50) , 

lALPH/SSCSO.t.-ICQCSOJ.wMCSCSO) .SPLCNS(5Ü) ,SPLCHQ(<»,50) t SPLCHS (<♦ »50) ♦ 
2SPLCNQ(<»,50) 

COMMON   HQtHS,XNQ,XNS,ALPHAQ,ALPHAS,EHCQ,EMCS,SPLCHQ,SPLCHS,SPLCNQ, 
1 SPLCNS,RAD,PI,TH0,XN0.CQ,CS,HP0,Tr0R,CCSTHfSINTH,HCC,Y,Y2,WCO2» 
2 3?»XN2,a»XN,DE&f BETASl,a£TAS2,PORt,NUHHQ,NUKHS,NU''lNQ,NUMNSf 
3 NTYPEQ,NTYPE»NBtTAP,NPAS£,MONTH,NOAY,NYR 

VALUATION OF VARIOUS INTEGRANDS 

GO TO (10,20,tO,40,ldO,190).NTYPE 

NTYPE   1   OR   2 PITCH  ANGLE   ÜISTRIB   iNTEGRAhO 
10   CALL   SPLINE(ALPHAQ,HQfNUMHa,SPLCHQ,X*DEG,YYfDX) 

GO   TO   30 
20   CALL   SPLINE(ALPHAS,HS,NümStSPLCHS,X»OEG,YYfOX) 
3C   GRANF = YY»   SIi>4(X) 

RETURN 

NTYPE   ?   OR   4 AMPLITUDE  EXPONENT' INTEGRAND 
«♦0   N=NTYPE-2 

X2   a   X»X 
Cl=l   -(l.*B2/(XN2»Y2))»(l.-(l.-X2)/{Y2/e2)) 
IF(C1,LT.Ü.)   C1=0. 
BFT/tFs(l.-   SQRT(C1))/{XN»(1,*B2/(XN2*Y2)) ) 
3tTA=   SQRT(X2 + BtTAR»»2) 
Cl=l .-BETA*»2 
IF   CCI)9C,100,100 

90   WRITE   (3,1010)X,Clf BtTA,BaAR,32,XN2 
C1=-C1 

100   GAMMA=1./   SQRT(Cl) 
ALPHA=   ATAN(-X/BETAR) 
ALPHA   r     ABS(ALPHA) 
XX=<GAMMA-1,)»PORE 
IF,(y,GT.0.)   GO   TO   120 
WRITF   (3,102Ü)X,C1,&AMMA,XX 
GRftNF=0,0 
RETURN 

120   XX   =   ALOGIO(XX) 
BSOR=l./   SQRT(9) 
UsBSOR»   SIN{ALPHA) 
Cl=   ASIN(U) 
GO   TO   (130,l^O) ,N 

130   CALL   SPLINE   (EMCQ,XNQ,NUMNQ,SPLCNQ,XX»vy,2Z) 
IF(YY.GT.-10.)   GO   TO   133 
&^aNF=   Q.O 
RETURN 

133  CALL   SPLlNE(ALPHAQ,HQ,NUMHa,SPLCHQ,Cl*OEG,H,DH) 
ill*  C=CO 

GO   TO   150 
H»0   CALL   SPLINE   (EMCS,XNS,NUMNS,SPLCNS,XX,YY,22) 

CALL   SPLINE(ALPHAS,HS,NUMHS,SPLCHS,Cl»OEG,H,CH) 
c=cs 



IM. 

150   G=(lf,,*»YY)/(XN0»GAMMA»*2*BETA)*   PORE 
IF   (C1»0EG-1J.1160,170,170 

160   H = n. 
DH=r 

17 0   F=G»C»H 
OF=G*C»0H»OEG 
GAMK/i<*=GAMMA**'» 

GR4NF   =   GAMMAS ( 2. *X-X2»X)»F-GAMMAVM1,-B/(GAMMA*Y)MX2/BETAR»0F 
RETURN 

NTYPE   5   OR  6 ENfRGY   UISTRIB   INTEGRAND 
180   GAMM£ = 1./   SQRT(1.-X»x) 

XX   =   ALOGlOt(GAMMA-l.)»PORE) 
CALL   SPLlNECEMCQ^NQiNUMNQtSPLCNQ, XX,YY,DH) 
GO   TO   200 

190   GAMMA   =   1./   SQRT(1.-X»X) 
XX   s   ALOG10( (GAMMA-1.)»PCUE) 
CALL SPLINE(£MCS,XNS»NUMNS,SPLCNS,XX,YY,OH) 

20 0 GRANF* 10.*»YY ♦ GAMMA»»3 • X / XN0» PORE 

130 0 
mo 
1J20 

RETURN 
FORMAT 
FORMAT 
FORMAT 
ENG 

(2H013E15.6) 
(2H026E15.6) 
(2H03<*E15.6) 
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SUTFrUllNE.    ,. .. ,„ 
DIMf MSION 

-   CU ,f C),A(50,3) 

SPLICN(X,Y,M,C) 

X(50),Y(50)tD(50),P<50>fE(50)tB<50),Z(50)i 
5 0,3) 

J      CLRVE   FIT   COtFFXCIENT   RüÜflNt 

DO   1^   K=1,MM 
D(<)=X(K+1)-X(K) 
P(K)=0(K)/6. 

10   E(K) =(Y(K' + 1)-Y(K) )/D(K) 
00   ?r   K=2,MH 

20   B(K)sE{K)-t(K-l) 
A(l,2)=-l.-0(l)/0{2) 
Ä(l,7)=0(l)/0(2» 
A<?,?)=P(2)-P(i)»A(l,3) 
A(?»?)=2.»(P(1)+P(2))-P(i)»A(l,2) 
A(?,3)=A(2,3)/A(2,2) 
B(2)=B(2)/A(2t2) 
DO   3r   K=3,MM 
A(K,?)=2.»(P(K-1)*P{K))-P(K-1)»A(<-1,3) 
9(<)-B(K)-P(K-l)*8{K-l) 
A(K,3)=P(K)/A(<f2) 
Q=T(M-2)/0(M-l» 

30   B(<)=B(K)/A(K,2) 
A(Mtl)=l.*Q+A(M-2,3) 
A(»1,?)=-Q-A(M,1)»A(M-1,3) 
B<^)=B(M-2)-A(M»l)*B(M-l) 
Z{M)=B(M)/A(H,2) 
MN=H-2 
DO   W   I=ltMN 
K = ^-T 

kQ   Z(<)=B(K')-A(K,3)»Z(K + 1) 
Z(1)=-A(1,2)*Z(2)-A(1,3)»Z{3) 
DO   ?r   K=1,MM 
0=1./(6.»0(K)) 
C(l,K)=Z(K)»Q 
C(/?,K) = Z(K*1) »Q 
C(1,K)=Y(K)/0(K)-Z(K)»P(K) 

3 0   C(i+,K)=Y<K*1)/D(K)-Z{K*1)»P(K) 
RETURN 
END 



HG. 

SUgPOUTINE   SPLI.JE(X,YfM,3,XlNTfYINT,   OT   ) 
OI»irNSION  X(50) ,Y(50) ,C(^,50) 

G 
C CURVF   FIT  ROUTINE 
\f 

C     THI? SUBROUTINE USES SPLINE COEFFICIENTS FROM SPLICON 

J     FIND WHAT TWO VALUES OF XINT IS BETWEEN 

IF(XTNT.GE,X(in GO TO 50 
YINT=Y(1» 
OT = C. 
RETURN 

50   IF(XINT.LE.X(M) )   GO   TO   60 
YINT=Y(M) 
OT = 0. 
RETUPN 

6B   DO   1?C   J=2»H 
IF(yiNT.LE.X(J-l).OR.XINT,&T.X(J))   GO   TO   ICO 
MU=J 
MLsJ-1 
GO   TO   110 

10 0   CONTINUE 
WRITE(3t1000) 
STOP 

G SOLVE   FUNCTION   FOR  DEPENDENT   VARIABLE   (VINT) 
G DT   IS   THE  DERIVATIVE   OF   Y   =   FUINTI 
u 

110 X1=(X(MU)-XINT)»»2 
X2=(XINT-X(ML))**2 
YINT = (X(MU)-XINT)»(C(1,ML)»X1*C(3,ML) ) 
YINT=YINT+(XINT-X{HL))MC<2,ML)»X2K;U,ML)) 

12 0 DT = -3.*C(1,ML)»X1*3.»C(2,ML)»X2-C(3,ML)+C(<»,ML) 
RETURN 

130 0 FORMAT (13H10UT OF R/«NÜ£tl5.6) 
END 
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FÜNTMuN  aU2,XA»CÜS7HfUJ:iL'»,NTYPEQ) 

CCLÜ   PIASMA   DENSITY   MODELS 

RFftL   LrtMBOA 
GO   TO   (lC«2Q«3i}.<iO*i>Oyfoa,7ü*d3)    »MTYPEQ 

B-FIELC   MOOEL 
10   0=1,/((1.-X2)»»3) 

K^TURN 
HVOROSTATIC  EQUILIB   MODEL 
20   Q=(   EXP(X2/(l.-X2)))**(3.»COSTH»»2) 

RETURN 
cCTRL   INJECTION   MOOEL 
3 0   Q=l./((1.-X2>**3) ♦68.0MEXP(-(X2/(.r.l»COSTh*<n»M)) 

RETURN 
«♦0   Q=l./((1,-X2)*»3) ♦6.55*(£XP(-(X2/(.0'»»COSTH»»<») ))) 

RETLi-'N 
5(3   Q=l./((1.-X2)»»3) *l.Gb»(EX?(-(X2/(.16»CCS7H*»^))i) 

REnjPM 
NONfnUATORIAL   BURST 

6 3   U = l./ ((l.-X2)*»3)+8.55» (i.XP (-COSL^XA/(. 0'♦•CCSTH»»if))) 
RFTUDN 
BARIUM   SHAPE3   CHARGE   MOOEL   -   FIELO  ALIGNEü *STEP   FUNCTION 
3"   n^G   -  X   -   36   OEG ScT   XN0*1. 

7J   Q=1./((l  -X2»**3) 
IF(X?.GE..25.AND.X2.LE. .37^G^)    0=0+30. 
RETURN 
OA^IUM   SHAPED   CHARGE   MODcL   -   FIELD  ALIGNED  STEP   FUNCTION 
8   TEG   -   X   -   25   DEG SET   XNflsl. 

50   Q=l./((1.-X2)*»3) 
IF(X?.GE..0193 7.ANO.X2.L£..1786J)   Q*Q+5. 
RFTUON 

. EN') 



z 
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FUNCTION  BETAN(BETA,B,y,XN2) 

INTEGRATION  LIMITS   FOR   BETA   PERPENDICULAR 

BSM2=BETA»*2 
Cl=   SQRT(1.-BSM2) 
FACT=   BSM2-(1.-C1*B/Y)»*2/XN2 
IF(FACT.LT.0..OR.FACT.6E.l.)   GO   TO  5 
BETANsSQRT(FACT) 
RETURN 

5   BETAN--1. 
RETURN 
ENO 

SUBPOUTINE   SPRINT 
OIHFNSION HQ{50) .HS(50),XNQ(50),XNS(50),ALPHAQ(50)t 

1ALPHAS(5C),EI1CQ(6 0).EMCS(50),SPLCNS(50),SPLCHC(^,50),SPLCHS('»,50) . 
2SPLCNQU,50) * 

COMMON   HQ,HS,XNQ.XNS.ALPHAQ,ALPHAS,tMCQ,EMCS,SPLCHQ,SPLCHS,SPLCNQ, 
1 SPLCNS,RAO,PI,TH0,XN0,CQ,CS,WP0,TH0R,CCSTH,SINTH,HC0,Y,Y2,WC02f 

2 92»XN2,B,XN,DEG,BETAS1,BETAS2,P0RE,NUMHQ,NUHHS,NUMNQ.NUMNS, 
3 MTYPEQ,!-ryPE,NBETAP,NPA3EfMONTH,NDAY,NYR 

C     DATE,MONTH,YEAR   AND   PAGE  NO 
C 

HRIT«-   (3,100 0) MONTH, NOAY,NYR,NPAGE 
NPAGF=NPAGt*l 
RETURN 

1900   FORMAT   (lHlI2,lH/.I2,lH/I2,<»0XaHPAGE  HO,Ik/) 
ENO 


